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ABSTRACT

A review is given of the features and potentialities of

gas-blanket systems, with respect to plasma equilibrium, stability,

and reactor technology. The treatment is mainly concentrated on

quasi-steady magnetized plasmas confined at moderately high beta

values. In these systems the plasma becomes separated from the

blanket only when the ion density is chosen far inside the

impermeable regime. Steady solutions exist within limited parameter

ranges. The pressure and density profiles are affected by ionization

of neutral oras, by the presence of various atom species and

impurities, as well as by Nernst, toroidal, and anomalous effects.

Further, the partially ionized boundary layer becomes diamagnetic,

the blanket pressure does not balance the plasma pressure, the heat

balance determines the boundary layer thickness, and the strongly

inhomcgeneous distributions of the plasma and the neutral gas

parameters in space modify the stability properties, especially on

account of an existing boundary layer. The gas-blanket approach has

certain Important potentialities as fusion reactor, e.g. in connection

with the desired densities and dimensions of full-scale systems,

refuelling as well as ash and impurity removal, and stability.
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1 # Introduction

Even in stable quasi-steady magnetically confined plasmas,

there is an outflux of ions and electrons to surrounding vessel

walls, limiters and/or divertors, being strong enough to produce

a considerable flux of back-scattered neutral particles which are

formed by wall recombination. Recent investigations on magnetic

limiters j~_ 1 ~J indicate that a large fraction of the load

arising from plasma losses can be guided away from the walls into

a divertor, which also should lead to a substantial purification

of the plasma. Nevertheless, it is not clear at this stage

whether the leakage of neutral gas into the main discharge chamber

from a divertor, and especially from one with full axisymmetric

and large aperture, can be reduced to negligible levels from the

plasma-neutral gas balance point of view. Unless nearly all the

plasma losses are covered by pellet injection, at the same time

as the back-flux of wall-recombined neutrals is reduced practically

to zero, we therefore have to face the fact that the quasi-steady

balance of matter should include an important counter-flux of

neutral gas moving into the plasma body Q 2^]. Consequently,

whether wall-near gas layers are desired or not, such layers are

likely to be formed under quite general quasi-steady conditions of

magnetically confined plasmas.

At a first sight, a hot plasma surrounded by neutral gas is

expected to suffer from large energy losses due to charge-exchange

collisions. The effect of neutral gas interaction will, however,

depend on the way in which neutral particles can penetrate into

J
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the plasma body, under the contemporary processes of ionizing,

charge-exchange, elastic, and non-elastic collisions L ^ J * * n

a first simplified approach, the gas can be divided into the two

components of slow (cold) and fast (hot) neutrals. The former

consists of those neutrals which have interacted with the vessel

walls and adopted a temperature
ns

of the order of the wall

temperature T . Before being ionized during their flow into the

plasma, part of the slow neutrals become converted by collisions

with the ions, into fast neutrals having a temperature Lnf of

the order of the corresponding local ion temperature T.. Under

certain conditions, and especially at low plasma densities, part

of these fast neutrals are, in their turn, scattered back into the

vessel walls, thereby creating a secondary neutral flux having a

broad spectrum of energies.

In a first simplified approach, the penetration lengths of

slow and fast neutrals can be estimated from the joint ionization

and diffusion processes taking place in a nearly static plasma

of average ion density n and temperature T. = T = T of

ions and electrons, being confined in a strong magnetic field B

With an average temperature T = 2m r T/3m (F + r. ) of tl
ns e en n ^ sins

slow neutrals, resulting from a simultaneous heating by

electron-neutral impacts during the penetration into the plasma

L 2 I , the corresponding penetration length becomes [ 3,4 j

ns

J
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The penetration length of fast neutrals is further given by

nf
1/Onf = f

1/2
(2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), m , m , m stand for the ion, electron,

and neutral particle masses, m = m. + m ,

E, - «j w >,s en en ' F'inv = < oln win >' '•en

a are the ionization, ion-neutral, andwhere o ,. o.

non-ionizing electron-neutral collision cross sections of the

corresponding mutual velocities w . w. and subscript
en ' in

v = s,f refers to slow and fast neutrals. The deductions of

Eqs. (1) and (2) are on the verge of applicability of the macros-

copic theory, and should only be taken as an order-of-magnitude

estimate of the penetration depths. For a plasma body of finite

size L, , we can now define the corresponding critical densities

ncs = 1 / o c s L b ' ncf = 1 / ocf Ll
(3)

where lOO/o o ~ 5 x 1 0
1 8 m" 2 for hydrogen in the

CS

J
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in the temperature range 10 < T < 10 K. Thus, hot plasmas

can be divided into the three classes of permeable dilute,

permeable non-dilute, and impermeable systems, as defined in

Table 1. Here slow neutrals penetrate by free streaming in the

permeable dilute case and by diffusion in the permeable non-dilute

and impermeable cases, whereas fast neutrals penetrate by free

streaming and by diffusion in the permeable and impermeable cases,

respectively. We further observe that the steady state penetration

lengths of Eqs. (1) and (2) include combinations of the mean free

paths of ionizing and non-ionizing collisions. In the limit £ = 0

of negligible ionization,
ns

remains finite because the slow

neutrals are converted into fast neutrals by ion-neutral collisions,

but L n f tends to infinity because the fast neutrals should fill

the entire plasma body when not being removed by ionization.

Finally, the steady neutral concentrations in- and outside the

plasma body become largely different in the three ion density

regimes defined by Table 1 [ 4 j .

Full-scale quasi-steady fusion reactors are expected to operate

at mean densities n and dimensions L, leading to values of

n/n f = 30 to 100, the latter thus being far inside the imper-

meable range. Then, the fully ionized hot plasma body can be

separated from the walls by a well-defined partially ionized

boundary layer | 4-6 | . These are, in principle, conditions being

similar to those of the earlier suggested gas-insulation concept

of Alfvén and collaborators j 7-12 ], and also of the experimental

and theoretical investigations on arc discharges by Wilhelm [ 13 J

and by Wienecke and collaborators f 14-16 J , as well as of rotating

plasmas and certain internal conductor systems | 2-6J .
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In some of the earliest theoretical models, quasi-steady

magnetically confined plasmas have been assumed to be separated

from a vacuum region by a sharp boundary. An approach of this kind

is hardly applicable to a real plasma in which there are continuous

pressure and density distributions, decreasing almost to zero

at a surrounding vessel wall [ 2,17,18 |. Such conditions prevail

in "gas-blanket" systems as well as in many other cases, and are

of crucial importance both to plasma equilibrium and stability

I 2-22Z\ •

Summaries and reviews on the gas-blanket concept have so far

been given by Verboom and Rem j 23 j, Lehnert [24,4 j, Brandt

and Braams [ 25 ] , Markvoort j 26 ~J , and Engelmann et al.

L 27__] among others. In this paper the main features and

potentialities of the gas-blanket concept are outlined, under the

following restrictions:

(i) Plasmas at densities far inside the impermeable range are

mainly to be considered.

(ii) No detailed treatment is presented cf rapidly pulsed systems,

for which the characteristic time scale is shorter than the

relaxation times of the plasma and blanket including the

partially ionized boundary layer |_ 5J . Nevertheless the

screening function of a neutral gas-blanket should become

important also to pulsed devices at characteristic macroscopic

times being shorter than the particle confinement time T >

such as in theta-pinches and other rapidly changing systems

I 27-31.1 . On the other hand, refuelling becomes a problem
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at pulse durations larger than r , i.e. at conditions to

he satisfied by the quasi-steady energy balance in a reactor

(iii)Approaches based on a wall-balanced plasma pressure provide

interesting alternatives, e.g. in connection with multi-mirror

and "wall-confined" systems [~ 32-34^) , but these will only

be subject to brief discussions here.

~l
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2. Equilibrium

A quasi-steady impermeable plasma with neutral gas-blanket

is a system of strongly inhomogeneous spatial conditions in which

the physical properties of various subregions, such as the hot core

and the cool wall-near layers, differ considerably from each other.

The situation can, in principle, be illustrated by the simple model

of Fig.l, in which a cylindrical plasma column is confined in a

strong axial magnetic field Bj4,5,27]. Thus, when proceeding

from the vessel wall or the edge of a limiter into the plasma

interior, there is first a cool partially ionized boundary layer,

in which slow neutrals of density n are localized only to

regions being quite close to the wall. At least in certain cases,

the density n f of fast neutrals increases here to a maximum

n . The boundary layer consists partly of an outer "diffusion

region" of thickness x, L 5ll within which the temperature

T - T f is too low for ionization to become important, and in

which there is mainly a counter-diffusion of the plasma and the

fast neutral gas component. The boundary value n
n f W

 o f t h e

latter in the immediate neighbourhood of the wall depends on the

rate at which fast neutrals are produced from the slow neutral

component, in combination with the secondary scattering processes

due to fast neutrals returning to the wall and being back-scattered

(see also Ref. j_ 35J ). Further, in the inner "ionization region"

of the boundary layer, the neutral gas density is low enough for
4

the plasma temperature T to reach values above some 3 x 10 K.

Here the joint effects of diffusion and ionization cause the

residual neutral gas density to drop rapidly with decreasing radial

distances, by an e-folding length of the order of L
n f Thus,
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the "ionization region" has a thickness rh~rf t n e or<^er

Lnf <<: xb f 5-^ * Fi n a l lY' there is an inner fully ionized region

defiled by r <, r. . In the case of a fusion reactor, the

thermonuclear reaction rate has a noticeable contribution to the

heat balance in the part of this region defined by r < r..

The situation outlined in Fig.l has one important feature in

caramon with the gas insulation concept earlier suggested by Alfvén

and collaborators | 7-11 ], namely the possibility of reducing the

transverse heat conduction losses by means of a strong magnetic

field. In ti;3 latter concept it was further assumed that the sum

of the plasma and neutral gas pressures p and p should be

constant across the entire plasma and gas blanket volume. The

purpose of this idea was to remove all pressure energy sources which

could drive instabilities. Later investigations have shown that this

approach has to be modified in several respects, at least when

systems of extremely high beta values are excluded (see also

Section 2.1.5). To illustrate this, the particle and momentum

balance equations of macroscopic fluid theory are applied to the

cylindrical plasma column of Fig.l, yielding a steady-state pressure

gradient (compare Refs [3,4,36 J )

(Bz/nn) + m i n

r

o

% nk(] 2 d Te (4)
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Here the influence of impurities as well as of radial fluid motions

in the neutral gas have been neglected, a frame (r,'J> ,z) has been

introduced, B and j. a r e t n e magnetic field and the current

density, m. = m.m /(m. + m ) , and n is the resistivity.

In Eq. (4) the term containing the integral represents a source

of matter produced by ionization which tends to "pump up" the plasma

pressure, in presence of a simultaneous plasma leakage due to radial

diffusion. The second term of the right hand member is due to the

so called Nernst effect from electron-ion collisions

[ 37,38,23,26 ], and the last represents the pinch effect when

there is a superimposed axial current. In the boundary layer of

Fig.l, the neutral gas-dependent term usually becomes much larger

than that due to the Nernst effect [ 36,38 j . When applying

Eq. (4) and the results of a number additional investigations

L 4,5,23,24,26,27,36,39 1 to the gas-blanket concept, the following

points thus have to be observed in cases of moderately high beta

values:

(i) Except in the singular case where the pinch effect outbalances

the two other effects of Eq. (4) all over the plasma body,

there always exists a plasma pressure gradient. This feature

is not related to the profile of the superimposed partial

pressures p + p . Usually dT /dr < 0, and also

dp/dr < 0 in cases of interest to gas-blanket systems.

(ii) The neutral gas pressure is, in principle, not able to balance

the plasma pressure. It also becomes far smaller than the

latter under stationary conditions j 5,39_| . The boundary

layer is strongly diamagnetic and here the magnetic field

J
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balances an important part of the total pressure drop across

a plasma body being situated in the region 0 < r < a of

Fig.l.

(iii)The condition of steady heat-balance in a partially ionized

boundary layer, being sustained by the heat flow from the

fully ionized plasma, usually limits the gas-blanket pressure

to a range far below one atmosphere f 5,39J .

(iv) Even if a constant "total" pressure p + p could be

established, such a situation would lead to unacceptably large

bremsstrahlung losses in the outer zones of the plasma body,

as compared to the thermonuclear power production

[_ 40,23,25,26^j . Thus, at a given beta value and constant

pressure, the bremsstrahlung loss becomes proportional to

,-3/2 and therefore reaches high levels in cool regions.

The crude picture of the blanket system and the behaviour of

neutral gas given by Eqs. (1), (2) and Fig.l has to be refined in

a more rigorous approach. Contributions in this direction have also

been given, on such problems as neutral gas interaction including

neoclassical plasma transport phenomena, non-linear effects and

large spatial gradients Q 41-44 | , as well as on the moment

equations with anisotropic ion and neutral gas pressures [ 4 5 _ | ,

kinetic descriptions of the neutral gas in wall-near regions

I... 35,46 | , numerical codes on transport processes in various

subregions of the plasma body [ 47,48,27 ] , and modifications

J
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of the transport properties due to toroidal geometry [_ 27,48 j .

A considerable part of so far conducted plasma experiments

have been concentrated to the permeable ion density range and its

transition region, whereas full-scale quasi-steady fusion reactors

are expected to operate far inside the impermeable range

Q4-6,21 J. As indicated in Table 1, only a limited number of

experiments have been performed in the latter range, such as with

the quasi-steady toroidal Ringboog discharges |_ 49 J, some

multipoles £ 50 J, most rotating plasmas [ 6 ] , as well as with

rapidly pulsed theta pinches and high-beta stellarators. In parti-

cular, it has recently become possible to increase the ion

density in tokamaks by means of adding gas through a fast inlet

during the burning phase [ 51-54 J. By this technique the average

ion density n has reached values as high as about ^n
rf * n

some experiments. Part of the features of the impermeable state are

probably realized in such a situation. It is not clear at this

stage, however, whether the achieved densities are sufficient for

a fully developed gas-blanket system to be established, having a

well-defined partially ionized boundary layer. Unless there is a

flat ion density profile, the local density n in wall-near

regions could namely still become small enough for neutral gas to

penetrate into a considerable fraction of the plasma cross section,

thereby causing temperature and pressure peaking | 44,21,4 ] .

After these discussions on the general equilibrium properties

and problems of a gas-blanket system, we now turn to a closer

~l
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examination of its two main subregions, the fully ionized plasma

interior and the boundary layer, as outlined in Fig.l.

2.1. The Fully Ionized Plasma Interior

When considering the fully ionized interior parts of the

plasma body, we first turn to the general quasi-steady problems of

particle, momentum, and heat balance, after which special modifi-

cations due to toroidal geometry and the presence of multicomponent

plasmas will be considered, as well as rapidly pulsed systems and

approaches based o^ high gas pressures.

2.1.1.

The heat balance in presence of radiation losses has earlier

been investigated for a consteint-pressure model of a cylindrical

plasma column [ 40J. This analysis resulted in excessively large

and technically unrealistic dimensions of a corresponding reactor

8 9
scheme, having the temperatures T(r = 0) = 10 to 10 K

and T(r = rf) = 10
J K at. the centre and at the boundary layer

"interface" r = rf of Fig.l.

The problem was reconsidered by Rem and Verboom | 23,38 J

who made two important modifications, by taking the Nernst effect

from electron-ion collisions and the corresponding pressure gradient

into account, as well as including radial drift motions in a

deuterium-tritium plasma containing helium. The heat balance

representing this approach can be illustrated by the simple relation



r 14 1

r 'd~iVdrJ (5)

where is the thermal conductivity in the directions perpen-

dicular to B, T = T = T., n, is the average density of
— g 1 Q

deuterium and tritium ions with v, as the corresponding radial

diffusion velocity, q. is the power density of thermonuclear
reactions, q_ that of bremsstrahling, and stands for an

externally applied heating power. In the case q. = O steady-state

solutions have been found at a total power production of about

3 x 10 W/m, in columns having radii of the order of a meter. These

solutions correspond to beta values being as high as 0.8, which

possibly have to be lowered by increasing the magnetic field

1_ 25 1 . Further, since q, < q in the cooler regions r > r,
v K ' t

in Fig.l, solutions which satisfy the previously defined conditions

on T(0) and Tfr,-) exist only within limited parameter

ranges [~ 23 ~] . In other words, when integrating Eq. (5) with the
2 2

desired high value T(0) at the axis where d T/dr < 0, we
2 2arrive under certain conditions at values d T/dr > 0

region r > r., being too large for

in the

T(r) to decrease all the
5

way down to the low temperature T(rf) -• 10 K at r = r̂ ..

Physically this means that the heat losses in the outer regions of

the column then become too large for a steady state to be

established.

J
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From Eq. (5) it can further be seen that addition of an extra

heating power q. in the outer layers of the column should

extend the available parameter ranges L_24_| . Since

q.(0) >> q (r.) this total extra power only has to become a"C R t

small fraction of the total thermonuclear power output.

At least in the case of classical losses, the steady balance

of a magnetically confined plasma and its pressure and density dis-

tributions become rather sensitive to modifications of the trans-

port properties, of particle and heat sources and sinks, and of the

types of atoms being involved. Under conditions not being strictly

steady, the plasma may not even have time to relax into a well-

-defined stationary state, such as that illustrated by Eq. (4),

Consequently, there are a number of factors which change the

profiles obtained from the Verboom-Rem model. First, the pressure

profile is modified by sinks due to neutrons emitted from the

central parts of the plasma I 36 ] . Second, as also can be seen

from Eq. (4), there are plasma sources arising from ionization of

small neutral gas quantities which still can have a larger influence

on the pressure profile than the Nernst effect due to electron-ion

collisions | 36,38 [ . Third, there is a Nernst effect due to

ion-ion collisions, arid there are also losses from cyclotron

radiation [ 26 j. The modification of the Nernst effect by ions

makes a larger power production possible than in the Verboom-Rem

case j 26 J . Fourth, the density and temperature profiles also

depend on the ion charqe number Z. and temperature ratio

Y = T./T | 27,53,5b j obtained from adopted collisional transport
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models |~ 57,56~! . This implies that the well-known relation

nT = const. obtained from the Nernst effect of Eq. (4) in the

fully ionized region with B - B and j = 0 [ 58,37,23 |
z z ._ .

is changed into the nore general form

n T '-' "i'/'-w.^/ 33 Const. (6)

in the case of a straight cylindrical plasma column. Fifth, as

seen from Eq. (4}, there are also changes due to an axial electric

current j, ! 26 j . Finally, anomalous transport, phenomena

introduce additional modifications j 26 j , as well as the effects

of toroidal geometry [ 27 j , +o be described more in detail in

Section 2.1.2.

The results of a number of experimental investigations on the

radial distributions of density and temperature in straight arc

discharges (see e.g. Refs. | 14,37,55,59,60 J) have been reviewed

by Engelmann et al. j 27 j . They are not described in detail here,

where it should only be mentioned that the Nernst effect, as well

as corresponding deviations from the profiles, have been identified,

Also the measured heat conductivity agrees with theory | 61,62 j .

These results can on the other hand not be directly applied to

thermonuclear reactors, in which the temperature is much higher

and the transport properties are different- from those

in laboratory devices.
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2.1.2. Modifications_due_to_a_Toroidal_Ma2netic_Field

In confinement schemes based on a main toroidal magnetic field

component the transport properties are changed as compared to

those of a straight column in an axial field. Due to the many

different transport regimes which appear, the situation becomes

more involved. The fully ionized plasma then has to be divided

into sab-regions, each corresponding to a special transport regime

[ 27,48j , as outlined by Engelmann et al. j 27 j . The density-

- temperature relations thus l

nT = const. (7)

where a clean plasma leads to c = - 1.28 for the banana regime,

c = 1.46 in the plateau regime, c = 0.58 in the Pfirsch-

-Schliiter regime, and c = 1 in the highly collisional regime.

So far a detailed theoretical discussion of the plasma profiles has

only been performed for the collisional transport model L ^ U

and in a particular case of "belt geometry" [_ 26_j .

The practical value of these results is, however, limited

since the transport properties in experiments with a strong toroidal

magnetic field arc not fully undex'stood and probably include

anomalous loss mechanisms [ 64 j . So far only the highly colli-

sional experiments with Ringboog have resulted in potential patterns

J
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which are consistent with the collisional transport model | 49,65^].

Recent experiments with Ringboog have also revealed the presence of

anomalous plasma heating and weak turbulence at low ratios of elec-

tron drift to ion sound speed | 66 ] .

2.1.3. Multicoinj3onent_Plasinas

Up to this point clean plasmas with one ion component have been

discussed. In reality a fusion reactor will include a multicomponent

plasma, being a mixture of hydrogen and helium isotopes as well as

of impurities.

The fuel supply and "ash" removal of gas-blanket systems has

been discussed by several authors j 23,26,27 ]. They have shov/n that,

under the influence of tlu- Nernst effect, deuteriun and tritium can

be transported by diffusion from wall-near regions into the plasma

core, at the same time as the ashes in the form of helium reaction

products diffuse in the opposite direction, frorn the core to the

walls. Provided that this situation can be realized on full reactor

scale, other refuelling and ash removal methods, such as by pellet

injection and pulsed operation, thus become necessary.

A serious problem to all quasi-steady fusion reactor schemes is

that of radiation losses from impurities in the hot parts of the

plasma. Several investigations have recently been devoted to determi-

nations of the impurity profiles within the fully ionized region of

quasi-steady magnetically confined plasmas, both in the straight
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cylinder case j~ 26,27,56^] and in toroidal geometry

f 27,48,68-70 ~| . In the analysis on gas-blanket systems [_26,56~],

the density profiles of impurities were found to have a minimum at

the centre of the plasma column. In the toroidal case the density

nT of impurities should further be related to the total ion density

n through relations of the form

n = const. (8)

where c adopts different values in the regimes of Fig.2, as

shown in detail by Engelnvann and Nocentini [ 48 j . Also in these

calculations the overall result is that no important accumulation

of impurities should occur at the discharge centre.

2.1.4.

An attractive feature of a pulsed fusion reactor is the possi-

bility of removing the alpha particles resulting from fuel burn-up,

and injecting fresh fuel between the burning pulses j 71_J . A layer

of neutral gas, injected into the spacing between the hot central

plasma and the first wall, should then be used to cool, neutralize,

and purify the partially burned plasma. It may first appear that

energetic neutrals, formed by charge-exchange with the hot ions at

the plasma boundary, should give rise to sputtering problems. However,

J
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a closer examination of the plasma-neutral gas balance indicates

that a transient gas blanket can be formed fast enough to avoid

wall damage by a contact with the hot plasma, as well as to provide

a wall interaction primarily by means of low-energy neutral atoms

~i

2.1.5. Wall-Confined_§Ystems

In a number of special approaches the pressure of a high-

-density plasma should become balanced, not by a magnetic field, but

mainly by a high-pressure neutral gas blanket, and finally by the

reactor walls [~32-24,40,72,73j . These approaches are based on a

reduction of the heat conductivity losses by a magnetic field and

have several features in common with the original scheme proposed

by Alfvén and collaborators [ 7-121 .

2.2. The Partially Ionized Boundary Layer

When the ion density of a magnetically confined plasma body

is being gradually increased, the system passes from the permeable

dilute to the non-dilute sta~es, and further to the impermeable

state. As shown earlier I 4,5_| and demonstrated qualitatively

in Table 1, the relative neutral gas concentration (n + n f)/n
llaJ i l l

near the walls then increases, from quite low values in a dilute

plasma to values being sometimes of order unity in a fully developed

impermeable state.

For this latter state we now turn to a simplified analysis of

the plasma and neutral gas balance in the partially ionized boundary

layer of Fig.l. A treatment of the pressure balance has recently

been presented in the case of finite beta values j 74 J . Here the

discussion should be limited to a low-beta approximation. The average

L J
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ion density within the layer is further chosen far inside the

impermeable range, i.e. for the layer to be occupied mainly by

fast neutrals [ 4 1, and for the penetration depth L , of

Eq. (2) to become much smaller than the layer thickness x,. We

return to this latter condition in Section 2.2.2. It implies that a

macroscopic fluid model can be applied, and that rx~rf * s s m aH-

enough compared to x. for a simplified analysis of the density

distributions to be limited to the diffusion region of Fig. 1 j 5~| .

Finally, since the boundary layer thickness x. comes out to be

much smaller than the characteristic plasma dimension Lfa , the

balance within the layer can be treated with good approximation as

a one-dimensional problem in a local reactangular frame (x,yrz)

with x being perpendicular to the magnetic field B = (0,0,B)

and the layer surfaces (see Fig.l).

2.2.1. EåE£icle_and_Mgmentuin_Balance

The particle balance yields a constant flux Y = -nv =n v

in the diffusion region, where we assume n << n f and drop

subscripts s and f in this section. We further replace the

real temperature distribution T(x) by a constant mean-value T

in the region 0 -< x < x, of Fig.l, and introduce the parameters

1

s = m i % e i n r o / 2 h T
m

( m i

J
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being related to the momentum balance. Here s is a dimension-

less coordinate, ng represents a characteristic density related

to the steady processes of plasma-neutral gas "counter-diffusion"

in the layer, and n stands for the resistivity. In cases of

classical diffusion, the latter has the conventional value associa-

ted with the perpendicular directions of B , but anomalous

diffusion can as well be described semi-empirically with this model,

by an anomalous resistivity n. The latter would then imply that

n_ is being somewhat decreased, at given values of the rest of

parameters in Eq. (10). Introducing the normalized plasma and

neutral densities, N = n/n_ and N = n /no, the differential
o n n 0

equations of the momentum balance lead to solutions N(s) and N_(s)

within the diffusion region [_ 5 U • Especially at the boundaries

x = 0, xfc the corresponding plasma and neutral densities

i^ = n(x = xb) = nBNfc and nno s nn<x » 0) = n ^ have

asymptotic values related by

Nno = 2 Nb / 3 K< 1' sb S s(x " V = Nb / 2

Nno = 2 Nb >3> l' sb * ln2 (12)

J
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in the present simple approximation. These normalized results

which are independent of anomalous diffusion, can also be obtained

without detailed integration of the density distributions

| As a consequence of the obtained relation between N and

N. as well as due to the fact that T. is of the order of
• b b

43 x 10 K and TQ is comparable to the wall temperature Tw

in Fig.l, there is a considerable drop of plasma pressure across

the diamagnetic boundary layer. Thus, the ratio

p(x = x, )/p (x = 0) = 2N.T./N T between the plasma and neutralb n b b no w

pressures at each side of the diffusion region usually becomes

much larger than unity [~ 39 ~ ] .

When several ion and neutral species are present such as in a

fusion reactor, one should expect a situation to occur which in

many respects resembles that outlined in Fig.l. The new features

of such a multicomponent system are due to differences in the

collision cross sections appearing in the system of expressions

being equivalent to Eqs. (9) and (10), as well as to encounters

between non-identical ions. Consequently, the plasma-neutral

density ratios should become different for each species. An example

has been given for a mixture of two kinds of atoms, 1 and 2, where

the concentration ratios Nbi/Nb2 a n d Nn01^Nn02 become

different at each side of the diffusion region |_76'77J» T n e s e

results are important to the problem of refuelling a reactor

through the gas blanket by desired concentration ratios, and

should also be of interest to the questions of ash removal and

L J.
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impurities.

Concerning the impurity problem, the diffusion region of

Fig.l should lower the plasma temperature near the walls, reduce

wall interaction with energetic particles, and delay the transport

of wall-released impurities into the fully ionized plasma. In

presence of a thin material limiter, or even in combination with

some form of magnetic limiter, it may further become possible to

separate the outer boundary surface of the diffusion region in

Pig.l from the main wall surface area by a non-ionized gas blanket.

With no other measures, however, even such a gas-blanket system

should not be able to eliminate the influx of impurities into the

plasma in a steady state. On the other hand, the diffusion region

may offer a possibility of complete removal of wall-released

impurities, because the ionization rate is negligible here, and

the thickness x. is larger than both L f and the effective

mean free path of neutrals. Thus, by introducing a circulating

flow of pure neutral gas at a velocity v „ being essentially

directed along the wall surface, the impurities could be "washed

away" C O • For this process to become efficient, the time of

passage of the neutral flow through die system has to become

shorter than the time of impurity diffusion across the distance

x^ or a corresponding wall spacing. By appropriate design of the

flow pattern, it appears that the neutral gas stream could remain

subsonic at the same time [~ 5J , To increase the plasma heat

removal by means of the neutral gas, it has finally been suggested

to use a turbulent blanket in a plasma of relatively low ion

density [78]. The application of this method to impermeable plasmas

has to be further investigated.
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2.2.2. Heat_Balance

The thickness x. of the diffusion region, as well as a

self-consistent equilibrium of the boundary layer, have now to be

specified by including the heat balance. Following a treatment

f~5]3 based on the simple model of Section 2.2.1 and Pig.l, this

balance leads to the layer thickness

CB,Ul':'|l-«<VCR)(Co + C)/q£|
1/2) (13)

where only the minus sign below (+) corresponds to a stable equi-

librium with respect to small changes in x. . In Eq. (13) the

coefficients are functions of the plasma and neutral gas properties

and the magnetic field strength, in a way specified in detail in

Ref. £ 5̂ ] . Here it should only be mentioned that the heat input

q per unit area into the layer is assumed to be provided by

conduction from the fully ionized hot plasma region. Further, C

stands for the heat flow shunted away across the boundary layer

by conduction, Cf for the ionization and heating work to be fed

into the incoming neutral gas, C for the excitation radiation

loss, and C_ for bremsstrahlung and cyclotron losses. Eq. (13)

shows that there is a minimum power input

qpmin = 2 ( c n
+ CR ) 1 / 2 ( Co + cr ) 1 / 2 a t which the layer can be

sustained, which also puts a limit on the neutral gas blanket densi-

ty and pressure £ 5,3<Q , These constraints can, of course, be

L J
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modified by adding an extra heating power q. from externally

imposed sources.

Within the parameter ranges of interest to fusion research,

some numerical examples have been given in Refs. ET5»3?O ' d u e t o

which x. is of the order of a centimeter, thereby becoming sub-

stantially larger than L -. At the same time neutral blanket densi-

21 22 -3ties at least up to some 10 to 10 m can be reached. The

corresponding maximum neutral gas pressures are then far below one

atmosphere. Whether a steady balance becomes possible at higher

pressures, such as in cases of extremely high beta values, is still

an open question.

At parameter values for which a steady heat balance exists

according to Eq. (13), the required heat flow q is often of the

order of some megawatts per square meter |__ 5 H . This does not

mean that the blanket imposes and extra loss on the thermonuclear

system, because the flow q is simply provided by the heat

being in any way lost from the plasma core by heat conduction, and

sometimes also by diffusion.

From the obtained thickness x. an estimate of the

relaxation times t. for formation of the boundary layer can be

obtained £ 5J , i.e.

J
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With data of interest to quasi-steady as well as to some types of

pulsed reactors, t. should be short enough for such a layer

21
to be formed. As an example, n. = 6 x 10 m

tesla yields t, = 0.02 s according to Ref.

At a first sight the strong emitted electromagnetic radiation

from the hot thermonuclear core may appear to "blow off" the gas

blanket and convert it into a fully ionized plasma. However, at

relevant data the gas-blanket systems turn out to become optically

thin. Thus, photoionization and photoexcitation as well as

free-free absorption are rather inefficient processes of radiative

energy transfer to the boundary layer L 2 3'^J which therefore

becomes only slightly affected by these processes.

2.2,3. Ex2erimental_Results

The plasma-neutral gas-blanket density relationships between

n and nfa described in connection with Eqs. (11) and (12)

have been found to agree well with experiments on arcs

j_ 27,79,80 j as well as on the equivalent capacity of rotating

plasmas I 5

In fact, there have been performed theoretical and experimen

tal studies on plasma-neutral gas interaction and the blanket

problem of impermeable rotating plasmas with sheared velocity

distributions since the end of the 1960sies Ll2r6_J , In this

connection should be mentioned that no Doppler shifts could be

detected from neutral atoms in an impermeable plasma. At the same

time such shifts were observed for impurity ions, at maximum

J
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c

rotation velocities and temperatures of about 1.5 x 10 ^Z 3

2 x 10 K in the hot central region f81,6"~]. This suggests

that the neutral gas is shielded from the plasma by the partially

ionized boundary layer. The results are thus consistent with

theory, because the experiments were run at an average ion density
— 21 -3
n = 2 x 10 m and a thickness L, = 0.7 m of the confinement

D

region, leading to a value **/ncf ~
 30 being far inside the

impermeable density regime. Further, a series of probe measurements

have been undertaken to investigate the structure of the boundary

layer and wall-near regions, with results being at least qualita-

tively consistent with the theoretical model outlined here

T82,83j.

~l

J
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3. Stability

Not only the magnetic field geometry but also the plasma

distribution in phase space and the boundary condition-, determine

the stability of every special confinement system [ 3.5,6,17,20]]].

Thus, the earlier adopted simplified picture of a fully ionized

plasma body being limited by a sharp vacuum boundary hns to be

abandoned in most quasi-steady situations of interest to fusion

research. Instead the plasma body will be subject to spatially

inhomogeneous conditions, as well as to neutral gas interaction

£ 2,3,5,6,17,20,27,48") .

As a consequence, the stability analysis has to t'tke the

different properties of various plasma subregions into account,

including corresponding "internal" and "external" boundary condi-

tions. In the case of impemeable plasmas with gas blankets these

circumstances tux-n out to be of special importance. Tht; presence

of a partially ionized boundary layer situated between r.he fully

ionized plasma body and wall-near regions changes the stability

situation radically, and even seems to open up new possibilities

of plasma stabilization [_' 3,4,20,21,22r24,84-9(fj . Thiu., in the

particular case of flute-type interchange modes, the lev temperature

and high resistivity as well as the finite pressure gr^;ient in

the boundary layer may render minimum-average-B stabil;» ation

inefficient, especially at the long magnetic connectioti lengths

in full-scale reactor systems. On the other hand, in a situation

like that outlined in Fig.l, there arise other stabilising mecha-

nisms due to the special features of the boundary layer, to be

described in Section 3.1. Further, the "normalized" yrv

L J
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JVP|/P of the equilibrium plasma pressure P becomes much

smaller at the internal "interface" r = r- of a gas blanket

system than at the boundary of a hot plasma being in direct contact

with a limiter or wall surface at r = a. As will be seen later

in this context, the combination of these properties can lead to

over-all stabilization of the plasma body, both when the hot plasma

interior is stabilized by conventional methods like those by

rainimum-average-B fields, and when alternative methods are applied

here.

Among the earlier attempts to find new ways of stabilization

by means of the gas-blanket concept, we mention the proposal by

Alfvén and collaborators [_ 7~ 1 2J t o eliminate all pressure

gradients as sources of instabilities (see also Ref. L ^ J ) .

Even if such a removal does not seem to be consistent with the

equilibrium conditions described in Section 2, it could reduce the

perturbation growth rates in systems having extremely high beta

values and blanket densities, due to the increased inertia provided

by the blanket mass L ^2_J • Further, it has been suggested in a

special approach L l 9 j to put the gas into rotation, such as

to produce a centrifugal force field in which the hot gas has a

position of minimum potential energy on the axis of rotation

(compare also Ref ,Q 22 J ) .

In the coming sections we shall limit the stability discussion

to moderately high beta values, corresponding to the equilibrium

model of Section 2 and Fig.l, To simplify the treatment/ the boun-

dary layer and the fully ionized regions are treated separately,

but it should be understood that a rigorous non-localized approach

has to connect the instability modes by the boundary conditions

J
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at r — r- and the values at r = 0,a.

3.1. Boundary Layer Stabilization

According to Section 2.2 the boundary layer is diamagnetic

and has a thickness of the order of a centimeter under laboratory

conditions. Due to the comparatively high neutral gas concentration

and low temperature within the main part of this layer, a "compound"

plasma-neutral gas viscosity from ion-ion, ion-neutral, and

neutral-neutral collisions becomes an important layer feature, as

well as finite resistivity and pressure [̂ 3

These features give rise to a special "boundary layer stabili-

zation" mechanism. For flute-type disturbances this mechanism is

illustrated by an analysis of low-frequency modes. We thus consider

a partially ionized cylindrical plasma shell, having its axis

along z of a frame (r,<p ,z) and where there is an immersed

magnetic field B = [O,B(r),Ö]. This frame should not be confused

with that of Section 2 and Fig.l. The unperturbed plasma pressure

P = 2NkT., density N , and temperature T thus have gradients

only in the radial direction, as well as the corresponding neutral

gas parameters P , N , T . A simple localized perturbation

analysis is imposed on the particle and momentum balance equations

of plasma and neutral gas, in terms of localized normal modes

having the form exp[i(<*>t + K r + tczz)J and where the ionization

rate and finite Larmor radius effects are neglected.

Concerning the coupling between the plasma and neutral gas

motions, the parameters Q 91]]
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F = aim Jfrjj/ww G = B n C K / v mnw (15)

are introduced, where C is the sound velocity in the neutral

2 2 2gas, ic = K + K and v = n <o. w. > is the frequency ofr z n n in in

ion-neutral impacts. Here it has to be observed that the coupling

is in general anisotropic and depends on the particular types

of disturbances being considered. For incompressible modes the

conditions F << 1 and F >> 1 correspond to strong and

weak coupling between the plasma and neutral gas motions,

respectively, whereas compressible modes depend on the magnitudes

of both F and G.

Under the conditions just outlined, the dispersion relation

of low-frequency flute-type modes reduces to (see also

Refs. J_'2O,87J)

f 2*11/2
03 = i(V + D) ± i T + (V - D ) z (16)

where

F = 2[pB'/mNBfe][^.2Y|](.x/K]2 (17)

J
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(18)

( strong) =•
NnTn 9NTv..

V ° n n V + N < a inV 16wi
(19)

(weak) = vn = Nn<ainwin> (20)

ffl(strong)=l + (m N /mN) j f (weak) = l
6 n n

(21)

a prime denotes derivation with respect to r, Y is the ratio

between the specific heats in the case of adiabatic changes of

state and y - 1 in the case of isothermal changes, 'ei and

v.. are the electron-ion and ion-ion collision frequencies,

ii>. the Larmor frequencies of electrons and ions,w and «.e x

w n is the thermal velocity of neutral particles, and <?nn

denotes the neutral-neutral collision cross section. In Bqs.

(16)-(21) the driving force of flute-type instability is included

in r, viscous forces due to ion-neutral, ion-ion, and neutral-

-neutral collisions are represented by V, and plasma diffusion

due to finite resistivity and pressure by D, The stability

J
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condition becomes

4VD >, r (22)

Recently the analysis has been extended to include finite

perturbed and unperturbed neutral pressure and density gradients

Q 9 0 3 . The balance equations then become modified, but the

resulting dispersion relation and stability criterion turn out to

have the same form as Egs. (16)-(22).

The physical explanation of this result is that the undis-

turbed growth rate of the instability, being represented by /f,

is reduced by the compound plasma-neutral gas viscosity represented

by V, thus putting a brake on the E/B fluid motion. When

this brake becomes large enough, the diffusion due to finite

resistivity and pressure, being represented by D, is able to

smooth out the flute perturbations, and the plasma becomes

stabilized. The present results have been derived from the special

case of a simple low-beta model. It is, however, expected that the

main features of the boundary layer stabilization mechanism prevail

also in high-beta systems.

In situations of physical interest both the experiments with

impermeable plasmas and full-scale fusion reactors, the stability

condition (22) can be satisfied within a wide range of parameter

data (see als. Refs. C 3 /
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It should finally be mentioned that the stability analysis

of the boundary layer has recently been extended to include both

drift waves P 89^ and a large class of magnetohydrodynamic

modes Q 90̂ J - In all these cases plasma-neutral gas interaction

and the specific conditions imposed on the boundary layer by the

neutral gas lead to important stabilizing effects.

3.2. Stabilization in Fully Ionized Region

With the potentialities of boundary layer stabilization in

mind, we now turn to the fully ionized plasma, with the special

boundary conditions on pressure and temperature being imposed by

the boundary layer at the interface r = r^.

3.2.1. Cgnventignal_Stabilizatign_5fethgds

As seen from Eq. (3) and Sections 1 and 2, the concentration

of slow neutrals as well as the pressure gradient should increase

in the outer layers of a permeable plasma when the ion density is

made to approach the transition region n = n ~ from below. In

such a case, ballooning modes and a large number of other insta-

bilities are expected to arise, and also those being due to tempe-

rature peaking Q 4,21,24,44J . When proceeding into a fully

developed impermeable state where n >> n f, however , the driving

forces due to |VP|/P, as well as the temperature peaking, should

become smaller within the fully ionized plasma than in the case of

permeable plasmas bounded by limiters [~3,4,21,24J .

J
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It is therefore expected that stability can be achieved for

an impermeable plasma body by combining boundary layer stabiliza-

tion with conventional methods,e.g. those due to minimum-average-B

fields which are then applied to the hot plasma interior where

the resistivity is small and magnetic line-tying becomes efficient.

3.2.2. Alternatiye_Stabilization_Methgds

Even if conventional methods can be used for stabilization of

the plasma interior as described in the previous section, such

methods restrict the possible types of field geometries to be used.

Therefore it also becomes important to combine boundary layer

stabilization with alternative methods, to be applied to the fully

ionized plasma interior. This possibility is demonstrated here

by "magnetic gradient stabilization", being of particular interest

to inhomogeneous and mainly poloidal magnetic fields, but perhaps

also being applicable to some other field geometries.

As an illustration, the cylindrical shell model of Section 3.1

is applied to a fully ionized plasma including finite ion Larmor

radius effects. Localized normal mode analysis yields the stability

condition Q 22,84 J

-P'/P x -2Y(B'/B)
,P'B

PB»

I 2 2 ( 2 3 )
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where a. is the ion Larmor radius. Within the limits of appli-

cation of condition (23) is seen that the plasma becomes stable for

all K , KZ when the pressure P(r) decreases more slowly with

increasing r than B 2 Y « r~2y(=r"10/3 for y=5/3). In addition,

a strong reinforcement due to finite Larmor radius stabilization

arises at large wave numbers.

The stability condition -P'/P < -2yB'/B of expression (23)

in the limit, a. = 0 can be considered as the result of a

"ntaximum-B" stabilization mechanism, being more pronounced the

larger -2yB'/B becomes as compared to -P'/P- In this limit

stability is secured when r 4 0, as expressed in the notation of

Section 3.1. We then observe that the second term within the bracket

of Eq. (17) yields a contribution to r which is proportional to
2

(B'/B) and always becomes stabilizing.

Forms being equivalent to condition (23) have earlier been

derived, both in terms of the energy principle |~ 92 ̂j and of

plasma dynamics £84^]. The physical explanation of this result

is as follows. To preserve the total magnetic flux during flute-type

perturbations in the inhomogeneous field B(r), a fluid element of

smaller volume 6V, being closer to the axis r = 0 has to be

interchanged with an element of larger volume <5V2 being more

remote from the axis. There is compression work needed to move

plasma of initial pressure V~ from the larger volume 6V~ into

the smaller volume 6V-,, and there is expansion work released by

moving plasma of initial pressure 1?^ from the smaller volume 6V^

into the larger volume 6V2« In this case 6V2 > <5V.,

6V oc ̂ d*/B « r
2, and 6p « (6V)"Y « r"2y « B 2 Y for adiabatic

changes of state. It is thus seen that the compression work becomes

larger than that of the expansion, provided that the unperturbed
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pressure distribution P(r) is "flat" enough, as expressed by the

derived stability condition. The same conclusion can be drawn from

the detailed particle dynamics of the flute type disturbances which

are driven by an electric field perturbation E, originating

from charge separation due to the differential drifts of the sur-

faces of constant ion and electron density, n. = const, and

n = const., in the z direction. On account of the magnetic

field inhomogeneity, the corresponding guiding centre drift

* 2
u~ = E * B/B becomes compressible, i.e. divu,, + 0, As a—£, — — —i,

consequence, the surfaces n. = const., n = const, do not

move at the velocity u_ but even have a reversed drift when

-P'/P < -2yB'/B, i.e. the polarity of the charge separation

becomes reversed as compared to that of a simple Rayleigh-Taylor

instability, and the system is stabilized C84^].

Condition (23) suggests that the present stabilizing effect

becomes enhanced in systems with larger average magnetic gradients

than those of the straight conductor case. In fact, it has also

been shown that configurations with a magnetic separatrix can be

made flute stable even in presence of considerable pressure

gradients. This result is obtained from the stability criterion

(24)

where u - $d£/B, and v is a coordinate specifying the volume

enclosed by the magnetic surfaces. In systems with a magnetic

separatrix there is a large variation of u across the plasma

body, leading to strong "maximum-average-B" stabilization. Also

-» ipifl
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when taking the constraint of limited beta values in the regions

close to the zero points of the separatrix into account, flute

stability can thus be secured for ratios between the plasma centre

and boundary pressures of the order of 100. With inclusion of finite

Larmor radius effects, stability is expected to become further

improved.

A recent extension of the magnetohydrodynamic theory on plasmas

in axisymmetric poloidal fields has shown that stabilization becomes

possible under rather general conditions, provided that the pressure

does not vanish at the edge of the fully ionized region {Z86,88_j.

For a plasma surrounded by a conducting wall, interchange modes

limit the achievable pressure gradient in the low-beta limit, where-

as internal kink modes limit the achievable plasma current density.

The latter can be Increased by Increasing the total magnetic

strength. Kink modes of top-bottom symmetry with respect to the

geometrical mid-plane make the marginally stable pressure gradient

depend also on current density, magnetic field strength, and the

beta value. Finite Larmor radius effects should improve the stabi-

lity in the case of short-wave perturbations.

3.3, Experimental Observations

So far there have been made only a limited number of experi-

mental investigations on the stability of fully impermeable quasi-

-steady plasmas. Here the discussion will be concentrated on some

observations of arcs, toroidal-field systems, multipoles, and

rotating plasmas,

3,3.1. Transition_Region_between_Pexmeable^and_Imge£njeable-gtates

A number of earlier experiments have been performed with

tokamaks in the permeable density range, up to the transition region

where n and
'cf

are of the same order of magnitude

-»—J
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In these experiments disruptions were often observed at the limit

of maximum achievable ion densities. Attempts have been made to

understand these phenomena in terms of temperature peaking [I 44^] »

ballooning modes, resistive kink modes, tearing and screw modes,

trapped particle pinch effects, impurity-driven MHD-modes, and

bifurcation of certain equilibria (see Ref. [1213 for a detailed

list of authors.)

According to recent research £ 93̂ J the disruptions start as

internal m = l tearing modes, caused by a peaked temperature

profile. This peaking is likely to be due to a cooling of the outer

plasma layers by neutral gas, because fast neutrals will be able

to penetrate into a substantial part of the plasma body, even when

n exceeds n f by some factor of 2 to 4, such as in Tokamak-10

[I94H . There are also indications in this direction from the fast

gas valve experiments. Here more quiescent discharge conditions

have been obtained in connection with higher achieved densities,

in the range ^/n
cf ~ 3 to 6, for Alcator [ 51,52_j and the

Pulsator C 5 3» 5 4!] • According to Sections 1 and 2 it is likely

that the temperature peaking should become most pronounced in the

permeable-impermeable transition region where L f is comparable

to L. , and that flatter profiles are obtained in the fully

developed impermeable state where n >> n * and the neutral gas

becomes confined to the boundary layer only. At increasing ion

densities the impurity concentration is further expected to

decrease, as well as its influence on the heat balance.

In this connection it has finally to be pointed out that, even

if present tokamak experiments seem to be sensitive especially to

internal tearing modes, the role of ballooning and other insta-

bilities may have to be considered in full-scale systems and at
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higher plasma energy densities.

3.3.2.

Provided that the predictions of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are

correct, the change into a fully developed impermeable state should

in many cases lead to improved stability properties.

According to Engelmann et al. [1 27J , the oscillations earlier

observed by Döbele P95_1 in straight magnetized arcs are caused

by a column rotation induced by end effects, and thus have nothing

to do with a gas blanket as such.

The only fully toroidal arc being operated so far in the

impermeable range Is Ringboog Q49,66,802] , for which values up

to **/ncf -35 have been reached. In some of these experiments

an internal double-vortex flow has been observed, being consistent

with Pfirsch-Schliiter convection in a helical magnetic field

L.4STj| . Further, oscillations have been found which are claimed to

be driven by a hollow pressure just inside the boundary layer

LsoJ.
A series of experiments have finally been performed at

n/ncf = 30 with rotating plasmas in the FI device [~ 6,81-83U ,

as well as with internal ring systems [~ 50.J . In all these cases

there are strong indications for the plasma to be macroscopically

stable, in presence of a well-defined boundary layer. Maximum

pressure and centrifugal forces have been reached, being equivalent

to beta values of about 10 and 30 percent, respectively. The latter

value corresponds to a radial "expansion" of the frozen-in magnetic

field lines by about one centimeter/ under quiescent conditions.

Since these experiments have been carried out with poloidal main

magnetic fielr's, the observed stability properties should support
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the theory described both in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.2. Also a

reversed density gradient may be of importance within the fully

ionized region of a rotating plasma body, being subject to a

centrifugal force Q19,22 |.
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4. Conclusions

The gas-blanket concept does not only become a more or less

intrinsic property of the plasma balance in every quasi-steady

magnetic confinement system, but it also offers new important

possibilities and advantages in the approaches to the fusion

reactor:

(i) The main features and potentialities of quasi-steady

gas-blanket systems at moderately high beta values, as

described in Sections 2 and 3, have been summarized in Table

2.

(ii) A number of earlier proposals for further research on gas-

-blanket systems and associated plasma-neutral gas interaction

problems [^25,96 j are still of current interest. Part of

these have been listed in Table 3, as well as some additional

suggestions.
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Table 1. Subdivision of density regimes with respect to

neutral gas penetration into a plasma of average ion

density n and characteristic macroscopic dimension

Parameters
and properties

Ion density n

i

Slow neutrals

penetrate by

Fast neutrals

penetrate by

Neutral densities

in case of mode-
rately high beta
values

nns / 5

nnf/H

nns/5

nnf/S

Some examples
on special
experiments
and approaches

Plasma types

PERMEABLE

Dilute

5 £ ncs K< ncf

free streaming

« 1

free streaming
•

small

negligible

small

negligible

Most earlier
investigations
on stellarators,
multipoles,
mirrors.

Non-Dilute

ncs K< H Z ncf

» 1

diffusion

free streaming

negligible

small

moderately large

small

Tokamaks/also
those operating
in permeable-
i -impermeable
transition
'region, some
stellarators,
mirrors.

IMPERMEABLE

ncs < < ncf <K 5

>> 1

diffusion

i
i

diffusion

negligible

negligible

i

small

of order unity

Full-scale reac-
tors, Ringboog,
theta pinches,
high-beta stella-
rators , some
multipoles,
most rotating
plasmas.
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Table 2. Mdn features and potentialities of quasi-steady gas-blanket
systems at moderately high beta values.

Problem Qcoups

Bguillbriun

Plasma
interior

Boundary
layer

Stability

Plasm
interior

Boundary
layer

Features

A well-defined boundary layer separates
plasma from walls only when n » n ^ .

Pressure and density profiles are affec-
ted by ionization of neutral gas,Nemst
effects,Impurities,and toroidal and ano-
malous effects.

Excessively large bremsstrahlung loss
only avoided at radially decreasing
ptensiufes»
Balance possible only in limited para-
meter ranges; external heating can
extend these.

Fuel, ashes,and impurities establish
different density profiles.

Icnization negligible in outer main part,
where neutral gas density is high and
becomes related to plast» density by
magnetic field.

Subsonic neutral gas flow can be imposed
along walls in diffusion region.

Neutral pressure cannot balance plasma
pressure.
Concentration ratios differ at both
sides of layer in multioomponent plasma.

Heat balance determines layer thickness
and puts constraints on n. and n .
Relaxation time determined by particle
flux.

Layer is optically thin to plasma
radiation.

System is strongly lnhcmogeneous in
space and not limited by a vacuum
boundary.

It» various subreglons of plasma body
have different properties and are sub-
ject to special boundary conditions.

Bounded by partially ionized layer.

Conventional (min.-av.-B) and alternative
(magn.gradient) stabilization methods
available.

Layer is diamagnetic.

Min.-av.B stabilization not fully
efficient.

Layer is dense,cool,partially ionized
and has therefore special properties.

Potentialities

Tnlff ^OTy^^PfTITtiift t o one
density range of reactors.

Refuelling and ash removal;
impurities concentrated
to outer regions.

Wall protected from hot
particle interaction;
diffusion of impurities
into plasma delayed.
Mall-released impurities
washed away.

Fuel and impurity concen-
trations can b» influenced
at walls.
Layer sustained by plasma
heat loss.
Short enough to build up
layer in some pulsed systems.

Corresponds to realistic
situations.

New possibilities of plasma
stabilization flvailwbi*-

|VP|/P finite at layer
interface.
Stabilization by flexible
methods.

Part of pressure drop
balanced in layer.

Boundary layer stabili-
zation yields important
alternatives.
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Table 3. Suggestions for further theoretical and experimental
research on gas-blanket systems.

Problem Groups Suggested Investigations

Equilibrium

Plasma
interior

Boundary
layer

Refined theory and experiments on pexxeable-imperneable transition,
and on energy spectrum of neutral particles.

Extended investigations on toroidal and anomalous effects.
Range of possible beta values to be determined.
Mare detailed investigations on relaxation times and ignition.

Thermal stability of profiles.

Possible external control of profiles.

Finite Larmor radius effects of alpha particles.
Economic penalty for helium contribution to beta value.

Improved analytic models, also including gradients of plasma and
neutral gas pressure and neutral density, as well as nulticcm-

; ponent cases.

> Detailed experimental analysis of plasma and neutral gas profiles.
. Refined analysis of heat balance and possible addition of external
heat sources.
Continued investigations on radiative interaction.

Boundary layer effects on ion beam and high-frequency heating.
Blanket purification methods by imposed gas flow and by extra
neutral gas introduced between walls and boundary layer. Compari-
son with divertors and discussion of magnetic limiters.

[ Stability

i Plasma
interior

Boundary
layer

General non-localized stability analysis.

Effect of drift waves excited by various pressure and density
profiles.
Further Investigations on disruption phenomenon and its relation
to plasma-neutral gas interaction.

Further discussion of applications, also to other confinement
schemes than those based on a main toroidal magnetic field.

Effects of ionization and recombination.
Extension of analysis to microinstabilities.
Non-linear analysis of perturbations in presence of viscosity-
-resistivity-pressure effects.

• i w^n
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Crude outline of a quasi-steady gas blanket system,

consisting of a cylindrical plasma column/ confined by an

axial magnetic field B. The local plasma density and

temperature are n and T, and the densities of slow

and fast neutrals and In the case of a
-ns unf

fusion reactor, the reaction rate is larger than the brems-
strahlung loss in the region defined by r < r. .

Fig.2. Crude outline of ion density and temperature profiles

in various regimes of the fully ionized region in a clean

plasma confined by toroidal magnetic field with rotational

transform £ 2 7 ^ • In this plot the coordinate r represents

the radial distance from the magnetic axis.
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quasi-steady magnetized plasmas confined at moderately high beta

values. In these systems the plasma becomes separated from the

blanket only when the ion density is chosen far inside the

impermeable regime. Steady solutions exist within limited parameter

ranges. The pressure and density profiles are affected by

ionization of neutral gas, by the presence of various atom species

and impurities, as well as by Nernst, toroidal, and anomalous

effects. Further, the partially ionized boundary layer becomes

diamagnetic, the blanket pressure does not balance the plasma

pressure, the heat balance determines the boundary layer thickness,

and the strongly inhomogeneous distributions of the plasma and

the neutral gas parameters in space modify the stability properties,

especially on account of an existing boundary layer. The gas-

-blanket approach has certain important potentialities as fusion

reactor, e.g. in connection with the desired densities and

dimensions of full-scale systems, refuelling as well as ash and

impurity removal, and stability.
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MAIN FEATURES AND POTENTIALITIES OF GAS-BLANKET SYSTEMS

B. Lehnert

Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 44 Stockholm 70, Sweden

ABSTRACT

A review is given of the features and potentialities of

cold-blanket systems, with respect to plasma equilibrium, stability,

and reactor technology. The treatment is concentrated on quasi-steady

magnetized p] nitas confined at moderately high beta values. In these

systems an • «rmeable plasma becomes separated from surrounding

walls by a <i u e and cold partially ionized region. Steady solutions

exist with:.Ji limited parameter ranges. The pressure and density

profiles aj\ affected by ionization of neutral gas, by the presence

of various :tom species and impurities, as well as by Nernst, toroidal,

and anomalc'is effects. Further, the partially ionized boundary layer

becomes dia "agnetic, the neutral gas pressure does not balance the

plasma pret vare, the heat balance determines the boundary layer

thickness, and the strongly inhoroogeneous distributions of the plasma

and the neutral gas parameters in space have important effects on

stability, especially on account of an existing boundary layer. The

cold-blanket concept has specific potentialities as a fusion

reactor, e.g. in connection with the desired densities and dimensions

of full-scale systems, refuelling, as well as ash and impurity removal,

and stability.
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1. Introduction

Even in stable quasi-steady magentically confined plasmas,

there is an outflux of ions and electrons to surrounding wall-near

regions, limiters or divertors, being strong enough to produce

a considerable number of back-scattered neutral particles which

are formed by recombination. Recent investigations on magnetic

limiters Q 1 J indicate that a large fraction of the load

arising from plasma losses can be guided away from the walls into a

divertor, and that this is expected to improve the purity

conditions of the plasma. Nevertheless it is not clear at this

stage whether the leakage of neutral gas into the main discharge

chamber from a divertor, and especially from one with full

axisymmetry and a large aperture, can be reduced to negligible

levels from the plasma-neutral gas balance point of view. Unless

nearly all plasma losses are covered by natter injection at the

same time as the wall load is reduced practically to zero by

divertor action, a substantial flux of neutral gas should therefore

penetrate into the plasma body E 2 I . Consequently, whether

wall-near gas layers are desired or not, such layers are likely

to be formed under quite general quasi-steady conditions of

iragnetically confined plasmas.

At a first sight hot plasmas surrounded by regions with

neutral gas are expected to suffer from large energy losses due to

charge-exchange collisions. The effect of neutral gas interaction

will, however, depend on the way in which neutral particles can



penetrate into the plasma body, under the contemporary processes

of ionizing, charge-exchange, elastic, and non-elastic

collisions L 2 J . In a first simplified approach, the gas

can be divided into the two components of slow (cold) and fast

(hot) neutrals. The former consists of those neutrals which have

interacted with the vessel walls and adopted a temperature T

of the order of the wall temperature T . Before being ionized

during their flow into the plasma, part of the slow neutrals

become subject to collisions with the ions and are converted into

fast neutrals having a temperature T f of the order of the

corresponding local ion temperature T.. Under certain conditions,

and expecially at lov/ plasma densities, part of these fast neutrals

are, in their turn, scattered back into the vessel walls, thereby

creating a secondary neutral flux having a broad spectrum

of energies.

The penetration lengths of slow and fast neutrals can be

estimated from the joint ionization and diffusion processes

taking place in a plasma of average ion density n and

temperature T. = T = T of ions and electrons, being kept in

a nearly static state, such as by a strong magnetic field B

C*~6~2' Consequently, the penetration length of slow neutrals

becomes

Lns = 1 / n ocs ; 1/acs = 2 k Tns / m U + ?ins )l 2 5 + 5^-l ' (1)

J13) CD V»O I JI9 JL41&>
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and that of fast neutrals

Lnf " 1 / 5 acf * 1 / acf "

1/2

Here T - 2m E T/3m (C + £<__) is the average temperature ofns 6 6X1 Ty ins

the slow neutrals, resulting from a simultaneous heating by

electrcn-neutral impacts during the penetration into the plasma

Q 2 Q . Further, m,, m , m stand for the ion, electron, and

neutral particle masses with m = mi + me, and we also define

L = <ainwin>' ?en = < o e n V ' with

°en t °in t °en a S t h e ionizati00» ion-neutral, and

non-ionizing electron-neutral collision cross sections at the

corresponding mutual velocities w , w. , with subscript

v»»,f referring to slow and fast neutrals. The deductions of

Eqs. (1) and (2) are on the verge of applicability of macros-

copic theory, and should only be taken as an order-of-magnitude

estimate of the penetration depths. It has to be observed that

the ionization rate £ reaches a highest "saturation" level

C a 10 m /s when the temperature T approaches and exceeds

the value e^./k where <|>. is the ionization potential. The

penetration lengths L and L - therefore become nearly

independent of T at high temperatures, whereas they increase

steeply at decreasing T in the low-temperature range.

For a plasma body of finite size L. , we can now define

the corresponding critical densities
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where l/ocf = 1 0 0 / 0 ^ = 5 x 1 0 m for hydrogen in the tempe-

rature range 10 < T < 10 K. Thus, with respect to neutral gas pene-

tration, plasmas can be divided into the three classes of permeable

dilute, permeable non-dilute, and impermeablfi systems, as defined in

Table 1. Slow neutrals penetrate the plasma by free streaming in the

permeable dilute case and by diffusion in the permeable non-dilute

and impermeable cases, whereas fast neutrals penetrate by free

streaming and by diffusion in the permeable and impermeable cases,

respectively.lt is further observed that the steady-state penetratior

lengths of Eqs. (1) and (2) include combinations of the mean free

paths of ionizing and non-ionizing collisions. In the limit £ * 0

of negligible ionization, L remains finite because the slow
ns

neutrals are converted into fast neutrals by ion-neutral collisions,

whereas L ^ tends to infinity because the fast neutrals should fill

the entire plasma body when not being removed by ionization.

Finally, the steady-state neutral concentrations within the interior

and wall-near regions of a plasma body of finite size are largely

different in the three ion density regimes, as defined by Table 1

and described quantitatively elsewhere Q 4 3 - Thus, the concen-

tration ratios n__/n become quite lov; in permeable dilute plasmas,

but increase with n when the transitions are made to non-dilute

and to impermeable plasmas. For the latter the ratio n/n - can

even become of order unity in the boundary layer.



Full-scale quasi-steady fusion reactors are expected to operate

at mean densities n and dimensions L. leading to values

n/n f - 30 to 100 being far inside the itnper-

meable range. Then, the fully ionized hot plasma body becomes

separated from the walls by a partially ionized boundary layer

[I 4-63] • These are conditions being in several respects similar to

those of the earlier suggested "gas-insulation" or "gas-blanket"

concept of Alfvén and collaborators Q 7-12^], and also of the

experimental and theoretical investigations on arc discharges by

Wilhelm Q 13 "2 and by Wienecke and collaborators |_ 14-16 J, as

well as of rotating plasmas (crossed-field experiments) and certain

internal conductor systems L 2 ~ 6 H *

In some of the earliest theoretical models, quasi-steady

magnetically confined plasmas have been assumed to be separated

from a vacuum region by a sharp boundary. An approach of this kind

is hardly applicable to a real plasma in which there are continuous

pressure and density distributions which decrease almost to zero

at a surrounding vessel wall [_2,17,18] .Such strongly inhomogeneous

conditions are of crucial importance both to plasma equilibrium and

stability \jl-22^\ . They are in this review represented by

"cold-blanket" systems, being defined as impermeable plasmas with

cold partially ionized boundary layers of sufficient width and

density to prevent the hot plasma parts from interaction with

surrounding wall surfaces. On the other hand, a layer consisting only

of high-pressure neutral gas does not necessarily have to separate

the plasma from the walls in such systems.



Summaries and reviews on the cold-blanket concept have so far

been given by Verboom and Rem C 2 3 3 » Lehnert Q24,4~3 , Brandt

and Braams {I25Z1» Markvoort L 2 6 D » a n d Engelmann et al.

Q27^] among others. The main features and potentialities

of this concept will be outlined here under the following

restrictions:

(i) Plasmas at densities far inside the impermeable range are

mainly to be considered.

(ii) No detailed treatment is presented of rapidly pulsed systems,

for which the characteristic time scale is shorter than the

relaxation times of the plasma and blanket including the

partially ionized boundary layer |_ O • Nevertheless the

screening function of a 'cold blanket should become

important also to pulsed devices at characteristic macroscopic

times being shorter than the particle confinement time rp/

such as in theta-pinches and other rapidly changing systems

other hand, refuelling becomes a problem

at pulse durations larger than T , i.e. at conditions to be

satisfied by the quasi-steady energy balance in a reactor [̂ 27 J

(iii)Approaches based on a wall-balanced plasma pressure provide

interesting alternatives, e.g. in connection with multi-mirror

and "wall-confined" systems Q32-34]] , but these will only

be subject to brief discussions in this context.
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A quasi-steady impermeable plasma with a cold blanket is a

system of inhomogeneous spatial conditions which can, in principle,

be illustrated by the simple model of Fig.l where a cylindrical

column is confined in a strong axial magnetic field B £4,5,27J.

The specific conditions underlying the formation of the cold

blanket in this model are discussed later in Section 2.2. When

proceeding from the vessel wall or the edge of a limiter into the

plasma interior, there is first a cold partially ionized boundary

layer, in which slow neutrals of density n are localized, but

only to regions being quite close to the wall. The boundary layer

consists partly of an outer "diffusion region" of thickness x.

within which the neutral gas density is high and the heat balance

therefore requires the local temperature T = T - of the plasma

and the fast neutrals to be low L.5_| . Ionization does not play

any essential role here, and the plasma and neutral gas fluxes are

diffusing in opposite directions through each other. The density

n £ of fast neutrals is, at least in certain cases, expected to

increase rather steeply from a boundary value n _ to a maximum

n n o within the diffusion region, after which there is a gradual

decrease in the direction towards the plasma core. The value

nnfw depends o n t n e rate at which fast neutrals are produced from

the slow neutral component, in combination with the secondary

scattering processes due to fast neutrals returning to the wall

and being back-scattered (see also Ref. Q35_| ) . Further, in the

inner "ionization region" of the boundary layer, the neutral gas

density is low enough for the plasma temperature T to reach

A

values above some 3 x 10 K. Here the joint effects of

diffusion and ionization cause the residual density of the

penetrating neutral gas to drop rapidly with decreasing radial

distances, by an e-folding lenqth of the order of L f. Thus,



the "ionization region" has a thickness T.-T^ of the order of

L -{£ )<<x. where £ stands for the "saturation" value of the
ni m D n\

ionization rate t, L s J . Finally, there is an inner fully ionized

region defined by r < r. . In the case of a fusion reactor, the

thermonuclear reaction rate has a noticeable contribution to the

heat balance in the part of this region being defined by r ^ rfc.

The present model is based on the assumption of a hot fully

Ionized plasma core within which the ionization rate remains close

to its "saturation" value. However, it has to be pointed out that

there are situations where this assumption becomes invalid and

the present model inapplicable, such as "hen attempts are made

to create a fully ionized impermeable plasma from a dense neutral

gas cloud by means of a 3imited power input. Thus, as long as the

temperature T and the iorization rate £ remain at a low levtl,

L - becomes large according to Eq. (2), and considerable quantities

of neutral gas will penetrate into the plasma body and give rise to

large radiation losses. Furt'ier, volume recombination has been

neglected ir the model. This should be justified within the

inner parts of the boundary layer whereas such recombination

may play a certain role in the cold lowly ionizei outermost

parts of the same layer.

The situation outlined in Fig.l has one important feature in

common with the gas insulation concept earlier sugges*<?d by Alfvén

and collaborators Q 7-113], namely the possibility of reducing the

transverse heat conduction losses by means of a strong magnetic

field. In the latter concept it was further assumed that the sum

of the plasma and neutral gas pressures p and p should be

constant across the entire plasma and gas blanket volume. The

purpose of this idea was to remove a I.1, pressure energy sources which

could drive instabilities. Liter investigations have shown that this
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approach has to be modified in several respects, at least when

systems with beta values close to uniuy are excluded (see also

Section 2.1.5). To illustrate this, the particle and momentum

balance equations of macroscopic fluid theory are applied to the

cylindrical plasma column of Fig.l, yielding a steady-state pressure

gradient (compare Refs Q 3,4,36J )

~l

r n ( nns + nnf ) 5 d r

o

(4)

Here the influence of impurities as well as of radial fluid motions

in the neutral gas have been neglected, a frame (r,ip ,z) has been

introduced, B and jj_ are the magnetic field and the current

density, m i n = nyt^/di^ + mn; , and n is the resistivity.

In Eq. (4) the term containing the integral represents a source

of matter produced by ionization which tends to "pump up" the plasma

pressure, in presence of a simultaneous plasma leakage due to radial
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diffusion. The second terra of the right hand member is due to the

so called Nernst effect from electron-ion collisions

£ 37,38,23,26]] , and the last represents the pinch effect when

there is a superimposed axial current. In the boundary layer of

Fig.l, the neutra] gas-dependent term usually becomes much larger

than that due to the Nernst effect £ 36,38^ . When applying

Eq. (4) and the results of a number additional investigations

C 4,5,23,24,26,27,36,39^] to quasi-steady systems at moderately

high beta values being of the order of 0.1, the following points

have thus to be observed:

(i) Except in the singular case where the pinch effect outbalances

the two other effects of Eq. (4) all over the plasma body,

there always exists a plasmr picssure gradient. This feature

is not related to the profile of the superimposed partial

pressures p + p . Usually dT /dr < 0, and also

dp/dr < 0 in cases of interest to gas-blanket systems.

(ii) The neutral gas pressure at the wall surface r=a becomes

much smaller than the plasma pressure at the interface r=rf

of the fully ionized ragion [_. 5/39J . The electric currents

and the magnetic field in the boundary layer thus balance

part of the pressure drop across the plasma body.
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(iii)In the partially ionized boundary layer, which is sustained

by the heat flow from the fully ioni2ed plasma, the heat

balance usually limits the neutral gas blanket pressure

far below one atmosphere C 5 ' 3 9 D -

(iv) Even if a constant "total" pressure p + p could be

established, this would lead to unacceptably large

bremsstrahlung losses in the outer zones of the plasma body,

as compared to the thermonuclear power production

Q40,23,25,26j . Thus, at a given beta value and constant

pressure, the bremsstrahlung loss becomes proportional to

and would therefore reach high levels in cool regions.

The crude picture of the blanket system and the behaviour of

neutral gas given by Eqs. (1), (2) and Fig.l has to be refined in

a more rigorous approach. Contributions in this direction have also

been given, on such problems as neutral gas interaction including

neoclassical plasma transport phenomena, non-linear effects and

large spatial gradients Q 41-4O i as well as on the moment

equations with anisotropic ion and neutral gas pressures \_ 45j ,

kinetic descriptions of the neutral gas energy spectrum in

wall-near regions L.35,46-48 J, numerical codes on transport

processes including impurity behaviour and control in various

subregions of the plasma body C 49,50-5311, modifications
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of the same transport properties due to toroidal geometry and

anomalous phenomena [27,50,51,53,54-58], the transient processes

of pulsed gas [52,53,55,56,59,60] or low-energy neutral beam

injection C 5 2 H r a n d extensions of cold-blanket theory to

high-beta Tokamaks C 6 1 J - Also the boundary conditions and corres-

ponding diffusion processes at a limiter and in its shadow region

have to be further investigated.

A considerable part of so far conducted plasma experiments

has been concentrated to the permeable ion density range and its

transition region &-6,2lJ. As indicated in Table 1, only a limited

number of experiments have been planned or performed in the

impermeable range, such as with the quasi-steady toroidal Ringboog

discharges Q>2,63^] , some multipoles |_64J , most rotating plasmas

C 6_J , as well as with rapidly pulsed theta pinches and high-beta

stellarators. In particular, it has become possible to increase

the ion density in tokamaks by means of adding gas through a fast

inlet during the burning phase. By this technique the average

ion density n has reached values as high as about 6n f in

some earlier experiments [65-68J. Part of the features of the

impermeable state are probably realized in such a situation. It

is not clear at this stage, however, whether these conditions are

sufficient for a well-defined partially ionized boundary layer to

be established. Unless there is a flat ion density profile, the

local density n in wall-near regions could namely still become

small enough for neutral gas to penetrate into a considerable

fraction of the plasma cross section, thereby causing temperature
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and pressure peaking L 44,21,4J. The fully impermeable range has,

in fact, only been reached quite recently in Alcator where ion densif

21 -3increases up to 10 m are reported, corresponding to

n/n f = 20 [56,60]. The detailed understanding of the observed

gas injection processes is still an open question, partly with

respect to the inward diffusion of neutrals and the possible

existence of hollow plasma density profiles [_56,60j, a s well a s

to the appearance of disruptive instabilities at maximum achieved

density [_59J •

After these general discussions on the equilibrium properties

and problems of cold-blanket systems, a closer examination will

now be undertaken of the two main subregions, i.e. the fully

ionized plasma interior and the boundary layer outlined in Fig.l.

"1

2.1. The Fully Ionized Plasma Interior

When considering the fully ionized interior parts of the

plasma body, we first turn to the general quasi-steady problems of

particle, momentum, and heat balance, after which special modifi-

cations due to toroidal geometry and the presence of multicomponent

plasmas will be considered, as well as rapidly pulsed systems and

approaches based on high gas pressures.
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2.1.1. General_Stead^-State_Features

The heat balance in presence of radiation losses has earlier

been investigated for a constant-pressure model of a cylindrical

plasma column |_ 4 0 H • This analysis resulted in excessively large

and technically unrealistic dimensions of a corresponding reactor

8 9
scheme, having the temperatures T(r = 0) = 10 to 10 K

and T ( r = r f ) = 1 0 K at the centre and at the boundary layer

"interface" r = rf of Fig.l.

The problem was reconsidered by Rem and Verboom [_23,382]

who made two important modifications, by taking the Nernst effect

from electron-ion collisions and the corresponding pressure gradient

into account, as well as including radial drift motions in a

deuterium-tritium plasma containing helium. The heat balance

representing this approach can be illustrated by the simple relation

1 d_
r dr
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where ^s is the thermal conductivity in the directions perpen-
dicular to B, T = T - T., n, is the average density of

— g i a

deuterium and tritium ions witJ-> v, as the corresponding radial

diffusion velocity, q is the power density of thermonuclear

reactions, q that of bremsstrahling, and q^ stands for an

externally applied heating power. In the case q. = O steady-state

solutions have been found at a total power production of about

3 * 10 W/m, in columns having radii of the order of a meter. These

solutions correspond to beta values being as high as 0.8, which

possibly have to be lowered by increasing the magnetic field

(3 253. Further, since q^ < q_ in the cooler regions r > r.

in Fig.l, solutions which satisfy the previously defined conditions

on T(0) and T(rf) exist only within limited parameter

ranges Q 23^]. In other words, when integrating Eq. (5) with the

2 2
desired high value T(0) at the axis where d T/dr < 0, we

2 2
arrive under certain conditions at values d T/dr > 0 in the

region r > r., being too large for T(r} to decrease all the

way down to the low temperature T(rf) = 1 0 K at r = r^.

Physically this means that the heat losses in the outer regions of

the column then become too large for ?. steady state to be

established.
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From Eq. (5) it can further be seen that addition of an extra

heating power q. in the outer layers of the column should

extend the available parameter ranges C24^]- Since

qfc(0) >> qR(rfc) this extra power only has to become a small

fraction of the total thermonuclear power input.

At least in the case of classical losses, the steady balance

of a magnetically confined plasma and its pressure and density dis-

tributions become rather sensitive to modifications of the trans-

port properties, of particle and heat sources and sinks, and of the

types of atoms being involved. Under conditions not being strictly

steady, the plasma may not even have time to relax into a well-

defined stationary state, such as that illustrated by Eq. (4).

Consequently, there are a number of factors which change the

profiles obtained from the Verboom-Rem model. First, the pressure

profile is modified by sinks due to neutrons emitted from the

central parts of the plasma Q 36J . Second, as can also be seen

from Eq. (4), there are plasma sources arising from ionization of

small neutral gas quantities v/hich may still have a larger influence

on the pressure profile than the Nernst effect due to electron-ion

collisions C36,38lj • Third, there is a Nernst effect due to

ion-ion collisions, and there are also losses from cyclotron

radiation £ 2 6Z1 • T n e modification of the Nernst effect by ions

makes a larger power production possible than in the Verboom-Rem

case £_26_J . Fourth, the density and temperature profiles also

depend on the ion charge number Z. and temperature ratio

Y - Tj/Tg [j27,69,7Oj obtained from adopted collisional transport
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models F 7 1 # 7 O • This implies that the well-known relation

nT = const. obtained from the Nernst effect of Eq. (4) in the

fully ionized region with B = B and
z

is changed into the more generrl form

72,37,23"!

(6)

in the case of a straight cylindrical plasma column. Fifth, as

seen from Eq. (4), there are also changes due to an axial electric

current j and to radiation losses [_26, 73 J . Finally, anomalous

transport phenomena introduce additional modifications Q 26J, as

well as the effects of toroidal geometry L 2 7 3 » to be described

more in detail in Section 2.1.2.

The results of a number oi experimental investigations on the

radial distributions of density and temperature in straight arc

discharges (see e.g. Refs. \~ 14,37,69,74,75j ) have been reviewed

by Engelmann et al. £ 27J . They are not described in detail here,

where it should only be mentioned that the Nernst effect, as well

as corresponding modifications of the profiles have been identified.

Also the measured heat conductivity agrees with theory f~7^»77J •

These results can on the other hand not be directly applied to

thermonuclear reactors, in which the temperature is much higher

and the transport properties are different from those

in laboratory devices.
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2.1.2. Modifications_due_to_a_Toroidal_Ma2netic_Field

In confinement schemes based on a main toroidal magnetic field

component the transport properties are changed as compared to

those of a straight column in an axial field. Due to the niany

different transport regimes which appear, the situation becomes

more involved. The fully ionized plasma then has to be divided

into sub-regions, each corresponding to a special transport regime,

as outlined by Engelmann et al. | 27,50 ̂ j . The density-

-temperature relations thus become

~l

nT = const. (7)

where a clean plasma leads to c = - 0.28 for the banana regime,

c = 1.46 in the plateau regime, c = 0.58 in the Pfirsch-

-Schliiter regime, and c = 1 in the highly collisional regime.

So far a detailed theoretical discussion of the plasma profiles has

only been performed for the collisional transport model [_50 ,78_J ,

and in a particular case of "belt geometry" d

The practical value of these results is, however, limited

since the transport properties in experiments with a strong toroidal

magnetic field are not ~ully understood and probably include

anomalous loss mechanisms [79 J . So far only the highly colli-

sional experiments with Ringboog have resulted in potential patterns
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which are consistent with the collisional transport model [J>2 ,80J .

The experiments with Ringboog have also revealed the presence of

anomalous plasma heating and weak turbulence at low ratios of elec-

tron drift to ion sound speed

2.1.3. Multicgmgonent_Plasmas

Up to this point only clean plasmas with one ion component have

been considered. In reality a fusion reactor will include a multi-

component plasma, being a mixture of hydrogen and helium isotopes as

well as of impurities, the profiles of which depend on the particular

transport processes being involved.

The fuel supply and "ash" removal of cold-blanket systems has

been discussed by several authors Q23,26,27^] . They have shown that,

under the influence of the Nernst effect, deuterium and tritium can

be transported by diffusion from wall-near regions into the plasma

core, at the same time as the ashes in the form of helium reaction

products diffuse in the opposite direction, from the core to the

walls. Provided that this situation can be realized on full reactor

scale, other refuelling and ash removal methods, such as by pellet

injection and pulsed operation, should not become necessary.

A serious problem to all quasi-steady fusion reactor schemes is

that of radiation losses from impurities in the hot parts of the

plasma. Several investigations have recently been devoted to determi-

nations of the impurity profiles within the fully ionized region of

quasi-steady magnetically confined plasmas, both in the straight

~l
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cylinder case [^26,27,70^] and in toroidal geometry

[~27,so,82-85^] • In the analysis on gas-blanket systems Q26,70^],

the density profiles of impurities were found to have a minimum at

the centre cf the plasma column. In the toroidal case the density

n x of impurities should further be related to the total ion density

n by

n = const. (8)

where c adopts different values in the regimes of Pig.2, as

shown in detail by Engelmann and Nocentini Q 50 J. Also these

calculations indicate that no important accumulation of impurities

should occur at the discharge centre. A recent analysis has shown that

neoclassical transport can only produce weakly expressed central Im-

purity peaking at very low contamination levels Q54]3 • Anomalous

transport introduces further complications into the impurity problem.

In this connection should finally be mentioned that the effect

of wall-released impurities has to be compared to that of alpha

particle accumulation within the plasma core C86_J, i.e. a limitation

of the burning cycle is also produced by the alpha particles.

2.1.4.

1

An attractive feature of a pulsed fusion reactor is the possi-

bility of removing the alpha particles resulting from fuel burn-up,

and injecting fresh fuel between the burning pulses [__ 87 J . A layer

of neutral gas, injected into the spacing between the hot central

plasma and the first wall, should then be used to cool, neutralize,

and purify the partially burned plasma. It may first appear that

energetic neutrals, formed by charge-exchange with the hot ions at

the plasma boundary, should give rise- to sputtering problems. However,
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a closer examination of the plasma-neutral gas balance indicates

that a transient cold blanket-can.be formed fast enough to avoid

wall damage by a contact with the hot plasma, as well as to provide

a wall interaction primarily by means of low-energy neutral atoms

Q29,87]].

"1

2.1.5. WalliSonfined_Systems

In a number of special approaches the pressure of a high-

-density plasma should becorae balanced, not by a magnetic field, but

mainly by a high-pressure neutral gas blanket, and finally by the

reactor walls Q"32-34,40,88,89T] . These approaches are based on a

reduction of the heat conductivity losses by a magnetic field and

have several features in common with the original scheme proposed

by Alfvén and collaborators f~~ 7—

2.2. The Partially Ionized Boundary Layer

We now turn to a simplified analysis of the plasma and neutral

gas balance in the partially ionized boundary layer of Fig.l. Some
•

earlier studies of the pressure balance have been made in the case

of finite and rather large beta values [_90J- H e r e t n e discussion

should be limited to beta values at which the transport processes

are only slightly changed by the magnetic field component arising

from the plasma currents. The average ion density within the

layer should further be large enouqh for the layer to be occupied

mainly by fast neutrals [_ 4 J , and for the penetration depth Lnf(£m)

of Eg. (2) to become much smaller than the layer thickness x.. We
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return to this latter condition in Section 2.2.2. It implies that a

macroscopic fluid model can be applied, and that rb~rf *s s m a H

enough compared to x. for a simplified analysis of the density

distributions to be limited to the diffusion region of Fig. 1 £ 5̂ [ .

Finally, since the boundary layer thickness x. comes out to be

much smaller than the characteristic plasma dimension L. , the

balance within the layer can be treated with good approximation as

a one-dimensional problem in a local reactangular frame (x,y,z)

with x being perpendicular to the magnetic field B = (0,0,B)

and the layer surfaces (see Fig.l).

2.2.1. E§Eticle_and_Momentum_Balance

The particle balance yields a constant flux T = -nv =n v
o x n nx

in the diffusion region, where we assume n << n * and drop

subscripts s and f in this section. We further replace the

real temperature distribution T(x) by a constant mean-value T

in the region 0 4 x £ x. of Fig.l, and introduce the parameters

8 =
ni+ v }
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- k B B * kBc Ca B

Bc
1/2 1/2

(10)

being related to the momentum balance. Here s is a dimension-

less coordinate, n_ represents a characteristic density related

to the steady processes of plasma-neutral gas "counter-diffusion"

in the layer, j\ stands for the resistivity, A is the ratio

between the Debye distance and the impact parameter, and

A the mass number. In cases of classical diffusion, the

resistivity has the conventional value corresponding to

k_ = 3 x 10 2 1 A~1/4 m"3- tesla"1 in Eq. (10) and being
sC

associated with the perpendicular directions of B. Anomalous

diffusion can as well be described semi-empirically with this

model, by an anomalous resistivity represented by the
coefficient c . Introducing the normalized plasma and

a

neutral densities, N - n/n_ and N = n Vn-, the differential
t> n n B

equations of the momentum balance lead to solutions !l(s) and N (s)

within the diffusion region Q 5 j . Especially at the boundaries

x =» 0, x. the corresponding plasma and neutral densities

nb " n(x " V s V b and nno - nn ( x " 0) H nBNno
become related as shown in Fig.3, where the asymptotic

solutions are

Nno = 2 V 3

Nno « 2Nb

= s(x N2/2

(11)
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in the present simple approximation. These normalized results

are independent of the particular type of diffusion being involved

and can also be obtained without detailed integration of the

density distributions [j>,9l] • *n this connection the plasma density

profile within the fully ionized region of Fig.l becomes important,

and in particular its value n, at the interface r=rv,- Here the

following features of the asymptotic solutions (11) should be

observed [3,24]:

(i) In the limit (N , N,) << 1, the quantity n bA«B becomes

small enough for the plasma diffusion to be mainly determined

by Coulomb collisions. This situation is usually realized

in present tokamaks and in other low-beta systems. The neutral

blanket density is then given by (ef Ref.[24 J)

<kBcV (12)

in the ^ase of Pfirsch-Schl'iter diffusion in toroidal and

poloidal fields of the strengths Bfc and B =(B -B*) ,

with the q-value aB./RB , and with the minor and major

radii a and R. In some cases the neutral gas density in

the partially ionized layer may even become too small for the

plasma to be kept at a low temperature in wall-near regions,

as well as for an efficient cold-blanket system to be esta-

blished where the hotter plasma parts are prevented from

interaction with the walls through direct impacts and by

charge-exchange.
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(ii) When (N , N, ) > 1, the quantity n,/kTB is large enough for
no D •"« DB

the plasma diffusion to become strongly influenced by

plasma neutral gas frictio... This leads to n = 2n.»

yielding a well-defined cold-blanket system in which the hot

plasma is clearly separated from wall-near regions. This

situation as realized e.g. in magnetic confinement systems

with a main poloidal field [5,6,64],i;e. in cases where beta

values of the order of 0,3 can be reached. It is also likely

to be realized in certain gas-pulsed tokamaks systems such as

Alcator, provided that high plasma densities n. can be

established at the boundary layer "interface",

e.g. by a radially increasing density n in the region

r < r. of Fig.l.

As a consequence of the obtained relation between N and

N. as well as due to the fact that T, is of the order of
4

3 x 10 K and T is comparable to the wall temperature T w in

Fig.l, there is a considerable drop of plasma pressure across the

diamagnetic boundary layer in a fully developed cold-blanket system.

Thus, the ratio p(x = '^/P (x = 0) » 2Nt>Tb/N
no

T
w between the

plasma and neutral pressures at each side of the diffusion region

usually becomes much larger than unity {_ 39 J .

When several ion and neutral species are present such as in a

fusion reactor, one should expect a situation to occur which in

many respects resembles that outlined in Fig.l. The features of

such a multicomponent system are due to differences in the collision

cross sections appearing in the eyntem of particle and momentum

balance equations which yield expressions equivalent to Eqs.

(9)-(12), as well as to encounters between non-identical ions.

Consequently, the plaema-neutral density ratios should differ
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for each species. An example has been given for a mixture of two

kinds of atoms, 1 and 2, where the concentration ratios Nbl/Nb2

and N Q-./N 0 2 at each side ot the diffusion region become

unequal i_92,93j . These results are important to the problem of

refuelling through the blanket by desired concentration ratios,

and should also be of interest to the questions of ash removal

and impurity control.

Concerning the impurity problem, the diffusion region of

Fig.l should lower the plasma temperature near the walls, reduce

wall interaction with energetic particles, and delay the transport

of wall-released impurities into the fully -.onized plasma. In

presence of a thin material limiter, or even in combination with

some form of magnetic limiter, it may further become possible to

separate the outer boundary surface of the diffusion region in

Fig.l from the main wall surface area by a non-ionized gas blanket.

With no other measures, however, even such a blanket system

cannot provide a full elimination of the impurity influx into the

plasma in a steady state. On the other hand, the diffusion region

as well as an imposed external neutral gas layer may offer a possi-

bility of complete removal of wall-released impurities, because the

ionization rate is negligible here and the thickness x.

is larger than the effective mean free path of neutrals. Thus, by

introducing a circulating flow of pure neutral gas at a velocity

y being essentially directed along the wall surface, the impuri-
• * If

ties could be 'Vashed away" £ 5 "] • For this process to become

efficient, the time of passage of the neutral flow through the

system has to becoine shorter than the cine of impurity diffusion

across the distance x, or a corresponding wall spacing. By

appropriate desian of the flow pat.Lorn, it appears that the neutral
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gas stream could remain subsonic at the same time L 5 j . To in-

crease the plasma heat removal by means of the neutral gas, it has

finally been suggested to use a turbulent blanket in a plasma of

relatively low ion density C 94 2 • The application of this method

to impermeable plasmas has to be further investigated.

2.2.2. Heat_Balance

A self-consistent treatment of the boundary layer requires

the heat balance to be included, through which the thickness xb

of the diffusion region becomes determined. Following a treatment

based on the simple model of Section 2.2.1 and Fig.l, this leads

to the layer thickness L 5_J

i'-] I.1"4 ( C n + C R } (C

where only the minus sign below (+) corresponds to a stable equi-

librium with respect to small changes in x,. The terms in

Eq. (13) are functions of the plasma and neutral gas properties

and the field strength being specified in Ref. []5j, as well as of

their dimensions. Here it should be mentioned that the heat input q

per unit area into the layer is assumed to be provided by conduction

and diffusion from the fully ionized hot plasma region. Purther,

C stands for the heat flow shunted away across the boundary layer

by conduction, Ĉ . for the ionization and heating work required to

convert the incoming flux of neutral gas into a plasma, C for

the excitation (line) radiation loss, and C_ for bremsstrahlung

and cyclotron losses. Eq. (13) shows that there is a minimum

power input q , -2 (C +C D)
1 /' 2 (C +C!r)

1^2 at which the layer can be
pin in n H o t»

sustained. Physically this is understood from the fact that the
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losses associated with C and C,. both become proportional to

1/x, , whereas the losses connected with C and C increase

linearly with x.. Therefore the total heat losses reach a minimum

at a certain value of x, , and a marginal case should exist at

which the power input q just becomes large enough to cover the

smallest possible power loss.

1/2
At a given magnetic field strength the quantity (C +CO)n K

further becomes proportional to the blanket density n , whereas

C + C_ is indeoendent of n . Of special interest is a situationo £ - no

where the heating power q °C I/a is conducted away from a plasma

core which is kept at a fixed central temperature T(r=Q} and has

the dimension Lu~Tf ~ a (see Fig.l). It is then seen that the

deduced minimum power input q . puts upper limits to the

quantities n a and uKa» a s well as to the neutral blanket and

plasma densities at a given linear dimension rf = a [_5»39_|. Thfse

constraints can, of course, be modified by adding an extra heating

power q. from externally imposed sources. It should also be

obseived that q is increased by anomalous heat losses from the

plasma core.

Within the parameter ranges of interest to fusion research on

fully developed cold blankets, some numerical examples have been

given in Refs. L 5 , 3 O / d u e t 0 w n i ch * b
 i s of the order of a

centimeter, thereby becoming substantially larger than L n f(S m).

22 — 3

At the same time neutral blanket densities up to some 10 m can

in principle be reached under the conditions of classical transport.

The corresponding maximum neutral gas pressures are then far below

one atmosphere. Whether a steady balance becomes possible at higher

pressures, such as in cases of extremely high beta values, is an

open question. For such pressures considerations of Saha equilibrium

may also become necessary.
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At parameter values for which a steady heat balance exists

according to Eq. (13), the required heat flow q is often of the

order of a megawatt per square meter |_ 5 J. This does not mean

that the blanket imposes an extra loss on the thermonuclear

system, because the flow q is simply provided by the heat

being in any way lost from the plasma core by heat conduction and

diffusion.

That the boundary layer temperature T has to be low in

fully developed cold-blanket systems can be seen from simple con-

siderations of the heat balance, including ionization and excitation

radiation. In particular, the power loss per unit area due to

ionization within the layer becomes e<l)inhnno^xb w n e r e 4>- i-s t n e

ionization potential. At densities n, and n exceeding some

10 m and temperatures T > 3 * 10 K, ionization alone would

then give rise to power losses of several megawatts per square

meter, thus exceeding the available power input q in most blanket

systems of practical interest. In other words, the ionization rate

and the temperature T become limited to low levels in those

parts of the boundary layer where there remains a substantial

concentration of neutral particles. Here, an additional heat input

only increases the ionization degree but does not raise the

temperature.

Consequently, for a well-defined blanket system to exist, the

heat input into the partially ionized boundary layer has to be

neither too small, nor coo large. In the former case q < q .
p pmin

and the cold region containing neutral gas spreads into the main

plasma body, i.e. no fully ionized hot core would exist, the

temperature in the plasma interior remains low, and the penetration

length Lnf(£) becomes comparable to the plasma dimension L. .

In the latter case it may be believed that the radiation emitted

"1
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from a hot plasma core is large enough fco "blow off" the blanket

region by converting it to a fully ionized plasma. This question

certainly requires further theoretical and experimental analysis

[_ 60,63,73 _'. At the present strge it can only be stated that fully

developed impermeable systems are likely to exist within relevant

parameter ranges, i.e. where the neutral gas density is low in

the hot inner plasma regions and both bremsstrahlung and cyclotron

radiation, as well as line radiation from small quantities of

neutral gasf should provide rather inefficient processes of energy

transfer from the core to the boundary layer L 23,s3].

*

From the obtained thickness xfo an estimate of the relaxation

time t, for formation of the boundary layer can be obtained

1

* Vb/ro
(14)

With data of interest to quasi-stp-ady as well as to some types of

slowly pulsed reactors, t. should be short enough for such a

21—3 19 ~
layer to be formed. As an example, n, =3x10 m , n -2x10 m
and B=10 tesla yields t, = 0.1 s according to Ref. Q ^ H -
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2.2.3. Experimental _2S§L;it£

The plasma-neutral blanket density relationship between

n and n, described in connection with Ecs. (11) and (12)
no b

has been found to agree v/eil with experiments on arcs Q27,95,96_|

as well as on the equivalent capacity of rotating plasmas C^»6_|-

Theoretical and experimental studies have further been made on

plasma-neutral gas interaction and blanket problems of impermeable

rotating plasmas with sheared velocity distributions and

high-frequency heated non-rotating plasmas [_2,6 ,64 ,97-lOlj . These

investigations were conducted at plasma dimensions L, - 0.08 m,

with confining poloidal fields up to B = 0.8 tesla, ion densities
21 —3 — 5

n = 2 * 10 m , n/n f ~ 30, peak temperatures of about 2 * 10 K,

and a partially ionized boundary layer thickness being somewhat

smaller than 0.01 m. Thereby no Doppler shifts could be detected

from neutral atoms in an impermeable rotating plasma, at the same

time as such shifts were observed for impurity ions at maximum

rotation velocities of about l.L x 10 m/s in the hot central plasma

region Q97,6_J. This suggests that the neutral gas is shielded

from the plasma by a partially ionized boundary layer, as predicted

by the theory of an impermeable state. Tn a series of probe

measurements the structure of the boundary layer and the wall-near

regions has been investigated, with results being at least in

qualitative agreement with the theoretical model outlined in this

review Q98-100 J. In particular, the plasma density profile and

the electric potential distribution in the limiter region have been

observed to become affected by the corresponding boundary conditions.

When using a conducting limiter (cathode) plate in a crossed-field

experiment, the plasma becomes subject to Simon diffusion in the

limiter shadow region, whereas an -isolated thin cathode ring leads

~1
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to ambipolar diffusion and a sharp cut-off in plasma density

at the magnetic surface defined by the cathode Q100 3»

The fi"st toroidal arc beiig planned for operation in the

fully impermeable range is Ringboog C62,81,96^j, with the aim of

density ratios up to n/n - - 35. In some of the experiments an

internal double-vortex flow has been observed, being consistent

with Pfirsch-SchlUter convection in a helical magnetic field

Q62J. Further, oscillations have been found which are claimed to

be driven by a hollow pressure profile located just inside the

boundary layer C ^ H - Recent analysis of the Ringboog experiments

has shown that the heat balance is strongly affected by line radia-

tion losses which limit the temperature j~ 60,633 » thus reducing

the ratio n/ncf far below its value in presence of a hot plasma

core. In these experiments a rather high neutral density is observed

within the plasma body, leading to large hydrogen Lyman line

radiation losses and a central temperature not higher than about

3eV. This behaviour can be understood from a combination of

several effects. First, relation (12) yields a comparatively high

neutral blanket density n in presence of Pfirsch-SchlUter

diffusion. Second, the penetration length L ~ (£) of Eq. (2)

becomes strongly enhanced when the central plasma temperature

decreases below some 5eV. Third, the available power input into

the toroidal Ringboog device is limited. Numerical calculations on

an infinitely long cylindrical discharge model with axial tempera-

tures up to 5eV and enhanced electron diffusion also show that

line radiation is the most important energy loss in the outer

plasma regions, and that Lyman-alpha radiation emitted from the

discharge centre is reabsorbed in the cold boundary layers

Q73,60j.

~l

I .*—4 *
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Not only the magnetic field geometry but also the plasma

distribution in phase space and the boundary conditions determine

the stability of every special confinement system QJ3,5,6,17,2(T] .

Thus, the earlier adopted simplified picture of a fully ionized

plasma body being limited by a sharp vacuum boundary has to be

abandoned in most quasi-steady situations of interest to fusion

research. Instead the plasma body will be subject to spatially

inhomogeneous conditions, as well as to neutral gas interaction

£2,3,5,6,17,20,27,50-] .

As a consequence, the stability analysis has to take the

different properties of various plasma subregions into account,

including corresponding "internal" and "external" boundary condi-

tions. In the case of impemeable plasmas with cold blankets these

circumstances turn out to be of special importance. The presence

of a cold and dense partially ionized boundary layer situated

between the fully ionized plasma body and wall-near regions changes

the stability situation substantially, and even seems to open up

new possibilities of plasma stabilization [3,4,20,21,22,24,102-108].

Thus, in respect to flute-type interchange modes, the low temperature

and high resistivity as well as the finite pressure gradient in

the boundary layer may render minimum-average-B stabilization

inefficient, especially at the long magnetic connection lengths

in full-scale reactor systems. On the other hand, in a situation

like that outlined in Fig.l, there arise other stabilizing mecha-

nisms due to the special features of the boundary layer, to be

described in Section 3.1. Further, the "normalized" gradient
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iVp|/p of the equilibrium plasma pressure p becomes much

smaller at the internal "interface" r = r, of a blanket

system than at the boundary of a hot plasma being in direct contact

with a limiter or wall surface at r = a. As will be seen later

in this context, the combination of these properties can lead to

over-all stabilization of the plasma body, both when the hot plasma

interior is stabilized by conventional methods like those by

minimum-average-B fields, and when alternative methods are applied

here. On the other hand, it has to be pointed out that the neutral

gas may also give rise to additional instabilities, such as the

ionization mode, which have to be further examined.

Among earlier attempts to find new ways of stabilization

by means of the gas-blanket concept, we mention the proposal by

Alfvén and collaborators [_7-12_J to eliminate all pressure

gradients as sources of instabilities (see also Ref. [_ 19 j) .

Even if such a removal does not seem to be consistent with the

equilibrium conditions described in Section 2, it could reduce the

perturbation growth rates in systems having extremely high beta

values and blanket densities, due to the increased inertia provided

by the blanket mass |_ 12 J . Further, it has been suggested in a

special approach [_ 19_J to put the gas into rotation, such as

to produce a centrifugal force field in which the hot gas has a

position of minimum potential energy on the axis of rotation

(compare also Ref,£ 22 J ) .
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In the coining sections we shall limit the stability discussion

zo beta values not exceeding 0.1 and to the dense cold-blanket model

of Section 2 and Fig.l. It has to be remembered that conclusions

from such a model and its stability may have to be changed in the

limiting case (Nno, NJ « 1 of Eqs. (11) and (12) where the

neutral density nRO becomes too small for a cold blanket to be

sstablished.

To simplify the present analysis the boundary layer and the

fully ionized regions will be treated separately, hut it should

be understood that a rigorous non-localized approach has to connect

the instability modes by boundary conditions at r = rf and r • 0,a,

3.1. Boundary Layer Stabilization

According to Section 2.2 the boundary layer is diamagnetic

and has a thickness of the order of a centimeter under laboratory

conditions. Due to the comparatively high neutral gas concentration

and low temperature within the main part of this layer, a "compound

plasma-neutral gas viscosity from ion-ion, ion-neutral, and

neutral-neutral collisions becomes an important layer feature, as

well as finite resistivity and pressure

These features give rise to a special "boundary layer stabili-

zation" mechanism. For flute-type disturbances this mechanism is

illustrated by an analysis of low-frequency modes. We thus consider

a partially ionized cylindrical plasma shell, having its axis

along z of a frame (r,(p ,z) and where there is an immersed

magnetic field B = [Ö,B(r),(TJ. This frame should not be confused

with that of Section 2 and Fig.l. The unperturbed plasma pressure p,

density n, and temperature T thus have gradients

"I
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only in the radial direction, as well as the corresponding neutral

gas parameters p , n , T . A simple localized perturbationJ n n n

analysis is imposed on the particle and momentum balance

equations in terms of localized normal modes

having the form expfi(wt + * r + K,Z) | and where the ionization
— r z '

rate and finite Larmor radius effects are neglected.

Concerning the coupling between the plasma and neutral gas

motions, the parameters

F = G = mnn C ic /v mnw (15)

are introduced, where C is the sound velocity in the neutral

2 2 2
K = < + <r and v = n <o. w. > is the frequency ofgas,

ion-neutral impacts. Here it has to be observed that the coupling

is in general anisotropic and depends on the particular types

of disturbances being considered. For incompressible modes the

conditions F << 1 and F >> 1 correspond to strong and

weak coupling between the plasma and neutral gas motions,

respectively, whereas compressible modes depend on the magnitudes

of both F and G.

Under the conditions just outlined, the dispersion relation

of low-frequency flute-type modes reduces to (see also

Refs. £20, 1053).

u ~ i(V + D) ± i + (V - D)
1/2

J
(16)

where

r = 2 (17)
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(18)

2 V( strong) =-
3(mhfra n ]n n

n Tn n

n <a wn nn n . w > 16w.in n x

(19)

2V(weak) = v

fo(strcng)=l + (m n /mn) ; fn(weak) = lB J n n 0
(21)

a prime denotes derivation with respect to r, y is the ratio

between the specific heats in the case of adiabatic changes of

state and •> = 1 in the case of isothermal changes, 'ei and

v.. are the electron-ion and ion-ion collision frequencies,

and 01. the Larmor frequencies of electrons and ions,

w is the thermal velocity of neutral particles, and a n n

denotes the neutral-neutral collision cross section. In Eqs.

(16)-(21) the driving force of flute-type instabilities is included

in F, viscous forces due to ion-neutral, ion-ion, and neutral-

-neutral collisions are represented by V, and plasma diffusion

due to finite resistivity and pressure by D. The stability
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condition becomes

4VD >, r (22)

Recently the analysis has been extended to include finite

perturbed and unperturbed neutral pressure and density gradients

QO8]3 . The balance equations then become modified, but the

resulting dispersion relation and stability criterion turn out to

have the same form as Eqs. (16)-(22).

The physical explanation of this result is that the undis-

turbed growth rate of the instability, being represented by /F,

is reduced by the compound plasma-neutral gas viscosity represented

by V, thus putting a brake on the E/B fluid motion. When

this brake becomes large enough, the diffusion due to finite

resistivity and pressure, being represented by D, is able to

smooth out the flute perturbations, and the plasma becomes

stabilized. The present results have been derived from the special

case of a simple low-beta model. It is, however, expected that the

main features of the boundary layer stabilization mechanism prevail

also in high-beta systems.

In situations of physical interest both to experiments with

impermeable plasmas and full-scale fusion reactors, the stability

condition (22) can be satisfied within a rather large range of

parameter data (see also Refs. f 3,20_|). On the other hand,

the present stabilization mechanism nay become inefficient at

the low blanket densities resulting from Eq. (12)•
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It should further be mentioned that the stability analysis

of the boundary layer has recently been extended to include both

drift waves Q.07 ̂]] and a large class of magnetohydrodynamic

modes C 1 0€) • I n a 1 1 these cases plasma-neutral gas interaction

and the specific conditions imposed on the boundary layer by the

neutral gas lead to strong stabilizing effects.

Finally, recent considerations of high-beta Tokamak

equilibria Q 61 3 have shown that the presence of wall-near

neutral gas should provide a cooling of the exterior plasma region,

leading to a finite conductivity in a magnetically force-free layer

surrounding the plasma core. These conditions are also found to

affect the stability properties of the systems being considered.

3.2. Stabilization in Fully Ionized Region

With the potentialities of boundary layer stabilization in

mind, we now turn to the fully ionized plasma core, with the special

boundary conditions on pressure and temperature being imposed by

the boundary layer at the interface r = rf.

3.2.1. Convent ional__Stabilization_Methgds

As seen from Eq. (3) and Section 1 and 2, both the concentra-

tion of slow neutrals and the plasma pressure gradient should

increase in the outer layers of a permeable plasma when the ion

density is made to approach the transition region n * n - from

below. In such a case, ballooning modes and a large number of other

instabilities are expected to arine, and also those being due to

temperature peaking [[4,21,24,44 ]] .When proceeding into a fully

developed impermeable state where n >> n ,, however, the driving

forces due to |Vp|/p, as well as temperature peaking, should

become smaller within the fully ionized plasma than in the case

of permeable plasmas bounded by limiters [* 3,4 ,21,24 J .

"1
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It is therefore expected that stability can be achieved for

an impermeable plasma body by combining boundary layer stabiliza-

tion with conventional methods, e.g. those due to minimum-average-B

fields which become applicable to the hot plasma interior where

the resistivity is small and magnetic line-tying becomes efficient.

On the other hand, in situations leading to low neutral

blanket densities n such as those described in Section 2.2.1(i),
no

the plasma temperature may become high enough for minimum-average-B

stabilization to be efficient also in wall-near regions.

3.2.2. Alternatiye_Stabilization_Methods

Even if conventional methods can be used for stabilization of

the plasma interior as described in the previous section, such

methods restrict the possible types of available field geometries.

Therefore it should also be of general interest to combine boundary

layer stabilization with alternative methods, to be applied to the

fully ionized plasma interior. This possibility is demonstrated here

by the example of "magnetic gradient stabilization", of particular

importance to inhomogeneous and mainly poloidal magnetic fields,

but perhaps also being applicable to a larger class of field

geometries.

To demonstrate the physical principles of this stabilization

method in the special case of flute-type modes, we first study the

simple low-beta situation of the cylindrical shell model of

Section 3.1. Here a fully ionized plasma is assumed to be confined

in the field from a straight current-carrying rod. Including finite

Larmor radius effects, localized normal mode analysis then yields

the stability condition C 22,102J.

I 2, 2 2., (,->)
-p'/p ^ -2Y(B'/B) {1+CY/M)|1 + ±- («*- - 1) ^i^r + <z)>

 Klj'

^Y pE' /

"I
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»
where a. is the ion Larmor radius and B'/B - -1/r in the

present simplified low-beta case. Within the limits of applicability

of condition (23) is seen that the plasma becomes stable for

all K , K when the pressure p(r) decreases more slowly with
r z

increasing r than B 2 y « r"2y(=r~10^3 for y=5/3). In addition,

a strong reinforcement due to finite Larmor radius stabilization

arises at large wave numbers.

The stability condition -p'/p ^ -2yBVB of expression (23)

in the limit a. - 0 can be considered as the result of a

"maximum-B" stabilization mechanism, being more pronounced the

smaller -p'/P becomes as compared to -2yB'/B. In this limit

stability is secured when T < 0, as expressed in the notation of

Section 3.1. Forms being equivalent to condition (23) have

earlier been derived, both in terms of the energy principle L H O U

and of plasma dynamics L 102J . The physical explanation

of this result is as follows. A fluid element of

smaller volume 6V, being closer to the axis r = 0 has to be

interchanged with an element of larger volume 6V2 being more

remote froir the axis. There is compression work needed to move

plasma of initial pressure P- from the larger volume 6V~ into

the smaller volume 6V,, and there is expansion work released by

moving plasma of initial pressure p, from the smaller volume SV^

into the larger volume 6V5. In this case 6V"2 > <SV.,

6V oc $ål/B « r2, and <5p « (6V)~Y « r~2y « B2y for adiabatic

" I

changes of state. Consequently, the compression work becomes

larger than that of the expansion, provided that the unperturbed
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pressure distribution p(r) is "flat" enough, as expressed by the

derived stability condition. The same conclusion can be drawn from

the detailed particle dynamics of the flute type disturban-

ces driven by an electric field perturbation E, originating

from charge separation due to the differential drifts of the sur-

faces of constant ion and electron density {~102^], On account

of the magnetic field inhomogeneity, the corresponding guiding
«v 2

centre drift u_ = E * B/B namely becomes compressible.

Condition (23) suggests that the present stabilizing effect

becomes enhanced in systems with larger average magnetic gradients

and other geometrical properties than that of the straight

conductor case, in fact, it has also been shown that configurations

with a magnetic separatrix can be made flute stable even in

presence of considerable pressure gradients. This result is

obtained from the stability criterion L 1 0 3 J

"1

(puY) >. 0 (24)

where u « <£dJl/B, and v is a coordinate specifying the volume

enclosed by the magnetic surfaces. In systems with a magnetic

separatrix there Is a large variation of u across the plasma

body, leading to strong "maxlmum-average-B" stabilization. Also
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when taking the constraint of limited beta values in the regions

close to the zero points of the separatrix into account, flute

stability can thus be secured for ratios between the plasma centre

and boundary pressures of the order of 100. With inclusion of finite

Larmor radius effects, stability is expected to become further

improved.

Earlier as well as recent magnetohydrodynamic analysis on

axisymmetric closed field-line equilibria has shown that stabili-

zation becomes possible under rather general conditions, provided

that the pressure does not vanish at the edge of the fully ionized

region Q111/104,1063* In particular, this is the case of

toroidal equilibria with a hardcore. On the other hand, configu-

rations without such a core should become unstable near the magnetic

axis. In this latter case the question then arises whether a

stabilized surrounding plasma shell should be able to provide an

over-all stabilization of the plasma body, or at least a strongly

reduced instability amplitude and loss level. For a plasma surrounded

by a conducting wall, interchange modes further limit the achievable

pressure gradient, whereas internal kink modes limit the achievable

plasma current density. Finite Larmor radius effects should improve

the stability in the case of short-wave perturbations.

3.3. Experimental Observations

So far there have been made only a limited number of experi-

mental investigations on the stability of fully impermeable quasi-

-steady plasmas. Here the discussion will be concentrated on some

observations of arcs, toroidal-field systems, multipoles, and

rotating plasmas,

3,3.1. Transition Region between Permeable and Impermeable States

A number of earlier experiments have been performed with

tokamaks in the permeable density range, up to the transition region

where n and ncf are of the sane order of magnitude C 2 1 D '
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In the experiments disruptions were often observed at the limit

of maximum achievable ion densities. Attempts have been made to

understand these phenomena in terms of temperature peaking C 4 4 3 '

ballooning modes, resistive kink modes, tearing and screw modes,

trapped particle pinch effects, impurity-driven MHD-modes, and

bifurcation of certain equilibria (see Ref. [^21_] for a detailed

list of authors.)

According to recent research Q.12I] the disruptions start as

internal n» = 1 tearing modes, caused by a peaked temperature

profile. This peaking is likely to be due to a cooling of the outer

plasma layers by neutral gas, because fast neutrals will be able

to penetrate into a substantial part of the plasma body, even when

n exceeds n c f by some factor of 2 to 4, such as in Tokamak-10

[|13I] . There are also indications in this direction from the fast

gas valve experiments. Here more quiescent discharge conditions

have been obtained in connection with higher achieved densities,

in the range n/ncf
 s 3 to 6, for earlier experiments with

Alcator [65,66] and for the Pulsator L67,68j. In the latter

device disruptions have been observed at maximum achieved density

Q 5 9 J . According to Sections 1 and 2 it is likely that the tempe-

rature peaking should become most pronounced in the permeable-

-impermeable transition region where L - is comparable to I».,

and that flatter pressure profiles are obtained in the fully

developed impermeable state where n y> n , and the neutral gas

becomes confined to the boundary layer only. At increasing ion

densities the impurity concentration is further expected to

decrease, as well as its influence on the heat balance. Such a

behaviour is also consistent with experimental observations

65-68 2.

" I
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In this connection it has finally to be pointed out that, even

if present tokamak experiments seem to be sensitive especially to

internal tearing modes, the role of ballooning and other insta-

bilities may have to be considered in full-scale systems and at

higher plasma energy densities.

3.3.2. Imgermeable_State

Provided that the predictions of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are

correct, the change into a fully developed impermeable state should

in many cases lead to improved stability properties.

According to Engelmann et al. Q27^j , the oscillations earlier

observed by Döbele I~~m^ in straight magnetized arcs are caused

by a column rotation induced by end effects, and thus have nothing

to do with a cold blanket as such.

At present Alcator appears to be the only toroidal device of

Tokamak type which operates with a hot plasma being sufficiently

far inside the impermeable range, i.e. at a density ratio

n/n - = 20 under stable conditions Q 56,60 J.

A series of experiments have further been performed at

n/n - * 30 with rotating plasmas C6»97"*99Zl' a s well as with

internal ring systems d64!!- Free-wheeling times and energy

containment timer up to some 200 microseconds have been observed.

In all these cases there are strong indications for the plasma to

be macroscopically stable, in presence of a well-defined boundary

layer. Maximum pressure and centrifugal forces have been reached,

being equivalent to beta values of about 30 and 10 percent in the

rotating and non-rocating plasmas, respectively. The former value

corresponds to a radial "expansion" of the frozen-in magnetic field
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lines by more than one centimeter/ at B - 0.4 tesla and under

quiescent conditions. Since these experiments have been carried out

with poloidal main magnetic fields, the observed stability properties

support the theory described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.2. of this

paper. Also a reversed density gradient may in certain cases become

important within the fully ionized region of a rotating plasma body,

on account of the existing centrifugal force (_19,22_J.
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4. Conclusions

The cold-blanket concept does not only become a more or less

intrinsic property of the plas ia balance in every quasi-steady

magnetic confinement system, but it also offers new important

possibilities and advantages in the approaches to the fusion

reactor:

(i) The main features and potentialities of quasi-steady

cold-blanket systems described in Sections 2 and 3 have

been summarized in Table 2.

~1

(ii) A number ot u-r1ier proposals for further research on

cold-blanker, systems and associated plasma-neutral gas

interaction problems L 25,115J are still of current

interest. Pert of these have been listed in Table 3, as

well as sorr.e additional suggestions. For further details of

the present aims and programmes in cold-blanket research

reference should be made to the conclusions of a recently

hold work-shop on this subject i_ 116J , including

motivations for future research, achieved results, specific

diagnostics [_ 117-1291] # and planned experiments Cl21-123j
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Table 1. Subdivision of density regimes with respect to

neutral gas penetration into a plasma of average ion

density n and characteristic macroscopic dimension L^.

The critical densities of slow and fast neutrals are

denoted

Parameters
and properties

Ion density n

Slow neutrals

"/ncS
sLb/Lns

penetrate by

Fast neutrals

S/ncrVLnf '
penetrate by

Neutral densities
in case of mode-
rately high beta
values

In main plasma body

nns/"

nnf / S

In wall-near regions

n n s / S

nnf / 5

Some examples on
special experi-
ments and
approa'ches

by n c g and n c f.

Plasma types

PERMEABLE

Dilute

H £ ncs K< ncf

free streaming

« 1

free streaming

small, but af-
fects balance

negligible

small, but af-
fects balance

negligible

Most earlier
investigations
on stellarators,
multipoles,
mirrors.

Non-Dilute

ncs « » £ ncf

» 1

diffusion

free streaming

negligible

small, but af-
fects balance

moderately large f
affects wall-near
layers

small, but af-
fects balance

Most tokamaks,also
those operating
in permeable-
-impermeable
transition
region, some
stellarators,
mirrors.

IMPERMEABLE

ncs < < ncf <K 5

» 1

diffusion

» 1

diffusion

negligible

negligible

small and of minor
importance

of order unity in
fully developed
blanket case

Fu.1-scale reac-
tors, Ringboog,
theta pinches,
high-beta stella-
rators, some
multipoles,
most rotating
plasmas, some
gas-pulsed toka-
maks.
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Table 2. Main features and potentialities of fully developed

quasi-steady cold-blanket systems operated at moderately high

beta values.

Problem Groups Features Potentialities

Equilibrium

Plasma
interior

Boundary
layer

A well-defined boundary layer
separates plasma from walls
only when n » ncf.

Pressure and density profiles
are affected by ionization of
neutral gas, Nernst effects,
impurities, and toroidal and
anomalous effects.

This corresponds to the
density range of reactors.

Excessively large brems-
strahlung loss only avoided
at radially decreasing
pressures.

Balance possible in limited
parameter ranges; external
heating can extend these.

Fuel, ashes, and impurities
have different density y
files, depending on the
diffusion processes in-
volved.

Refuelling and ash re-
moval? impurities con-
centrated to outer
regions.

Ionization negligible in
outer main part, where neutral
gas density is high and be-
comes related to plasma den-
sity by magnetic field.

Subsonic neutral gas flow
can be imposed along walls
in diffusion region.

Neutral pressure cannot
balance plasma pressure.

Concentration ratios differ
at both sides of layer in
multicomponent plasma.

Heat balance determines
layer thickness and puts
constraints on n. a and n a.

b no
Relaxation time determined
by particle flux.

Layer is optically thin to
radiation from fully ionized
hot plasma core.

Wall protected from hot
particle interaction?
diffusion of impurities j
into plasma delayed. -,

Wall-released impurities ;
washed away. j

Fuel and impurity con-
centrations depend part-
ly on conditions in
wall-near regions.

Layer sustained by heat
loss from plasma core.

Time is short enough to
build up layer even in
some pulsed systems.



Table 2 (continued)

Problem Groups

Stability

Plasma
interior

Boundary
layer

Features

System is strongly inhomo-
geneous in space and not
limited by a vacuum boundary.

Various subregions of the
plasma body have different
properties and are subject
to special boundary condi-
tions.

Bounded by partially ionized
layer.

Conventional (min.-av.-B)
and alternative (magn.gra-
dient) stabilization methods
available.

Layer is diamagnetic.

Min.-av.B stabilization not
efficient in fully developed
blanket case.

Layer is dense, cool, parti-
ally ionized and has there-
fore special stability
properties.

Potentialities

i
Corresponds to situations!
of practical interest. 1

New possibilities of
plasma stabilization
available.

I^PI/P finite at layer
interface.

Stabilization by flexible
methods

Part of total pressure
drop balanced in layer.

Boundary layer stabili-
zation yields important
alternative method.
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Table 3. Suggestions for further theoretical and experimental

research on cold-blanket system.

Problem Groups Suggested Investigations

Equilibrium

Plasma
interior

Boundary
layer

Refined theory and experiments on permeable-impermeable
transition, and on energy spectrum of neutral particles.

Extended investigations on toi'oidal and anomalous effects,

Range of possible beta values to be determined.

More detailed investigations on relaxation times and
ignition.

Further analysis of gas-pulsed systems.

Methods of profile and impurity control by neutral
injection/ rf-heating, skin heating.

Possible external control of profiles.

Effects of alpha particles.

Economic penalty for helium contribution to beta value.

Improved analytic models, also including gradients of
plasma and neutral gas pressure and neutral density, as
well as multicomponent systems.

Detailed experimental analysis of plasma and neutral gas
profiles, with particular attention to the limit of low
neutral blanket densities.

Refined analysis of heat balance with possible addition
of external heat sources.

Continued investigations on radiative interaction.

Boundary layer effects on ion beam and high-frequency
heating.

Blanket purification methods by imposed gas flow and by
neutral gas sheet introduced between walls and boundary
layer.

Comparison and possible combination with divertors, as
well as discussion of magnetic limiter effects.

Stability

Plasma
interior

Boundary
layer

General non-localized stability analysis.

Thermal stability of profiles.

Effects of drift-waves excited by various pressure and
density profiles.

Further investigations on disruption phenomenon and its
relation to plasma-neutral gas interaction.

Further discussion of stabilization methods, also applied
to other confinement schemes than those bnsed on a main
toroidal magnetic field.

Effects of ionization and recombination.

Extension of analysis to microinstabilities.
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Figure captions

Fig 1. Crude outline of a quasi-steady fully developed cold-

blanket system, consisting of a cylindrical plasma column

being, confined by an axial iracjnetic field B. The local plasma

density and temperature are n and T, and the densities 01'

slow and fast neutrals n and n .. In the case of a fusion
ns n i

reactor, the reaction rate is larger than the bremsstrahlung

loss in the region defined by r < r. .

Fig 2. Crude outline of ion density and temperature profiles in

various regimes of the fully ionized region, in a clean plasma

confined by a toroidal magnetic field with rotational trans-

form [27]. In this plot the coordinate r represents the

radial distance from the magnetic axis.

Fig 3. The relation between the normalized plasma density N. =

n,/n at the inner boundary s = s. - s (x = x, ) and the

normalized neutral gas density N = n /n_ at the outer
" J no no' B

boundary s = 0 of the diffusion region in the simplified

model outlined by Fig 1.
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A review is given of the features and potentialities of

cold-blanket systems, with respect to plasma equilibrium,

stability, and reactor technology. The treatment is concentrated

on quasi-steady magnetized plasmas confined at moderately high

beta values. In these systems an impermeable plasma becomes

separated from surrounding walls by a dense and cold partially

ionized region. Steady solutions exist within limited parameter

ranges. The pressure and density profiles are affected by

ionization of neutral gas, by the presence of various atom species

and impurities, as well as by Nernst, toroidal, and anomalous

effects Further, the partially ionized boundary layer becomes

diamagnetic, the neutral gas pressure does not balance the

plasma pressure, the heat balance determines the boundary layer

thickness, and the strongly inhomogeneous distributions of the

plasma ar.d the neutral gas parameters in space have important

effects on stability, especially on account of an existing boundary

layer. The cold-blanket concept has specific potentialities as

a fusion reactor, e.g. in connection with the desired densities

and dimensions of full-scale systems, refuelling, as well as ash

and impurity removal, and stability.
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